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[ SECTION FOUR i THE LE,ap,G,eaders—EFair.Rto,,, Adve&rtisers TIMES
Eight Pages
New Series No. 266 COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAYCOUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon September 8. 1938
Small Change is Made in
AgricultureTrogram
The 1939 agricultural adjustment
program will be similar in In:Yfit
respects to this year's program, ac-
cording to M. D. Royse of Win-
chester, chairman Of the Kentucky
state committee, who attended the
national conference on the pro-
gram in Washington recently.
The essential points of the pro-
gram as it applies to Kentucky are
the establishment of national allot-
ments for soil-depleting crops and
a national objective for soil-de-
pleting props and a national ob-
jective for soil-building crops and
practices.; the establishment of-M-
dividual soil-depleting acreage al-
lotments, for the following crops:
wheat, cotton, corn, burley tobac-
co. fire-Cured and dark air-cured
tobacco, and potatoes; The AAA
t.ok. under advisement a proposal
that special provisions be included
for commercial vegetable crops:)
a maximum payment to be calcu-
lated, for each farm participating
in the prOgram, payment to be
made for keeping within soil-de-
pleting acreage allotments and for
attaining soil-building goals, by the
carrying out cf soil-building prac-
tices; crop. classifications and soil-
building .practices 'similar to those
--approved in 1938; the pravision
that land used for home gardens
may be excluded in determining
soil-depleting crops grown on the
farm. This is a new provision.
In 1939 the general soil-deplet-
ing crop goals for wheat, cotton,
potatoes, and tobacco will he di-
vided among states, • counties and
individual farms as was the case
in 1938.
The wheat acreage allotment for
Kentucky next year will be 337.534
acres. Wheat growers who com-
ply with the 1939 wheat acreage
allotments will qualify for ad-
vantages that other phases of the
farm program offer, including 1939
conservation" payments, price ad-
justment payments, eligibility for
loans on wheat, if a wheat loan
program is in effect next year, and
renewal of cr,.p insUrance pro-
gram policies.
Compliance will be checked late
this fall on the basis of wheat
seeded for all purposes. including
wheat seeded for hay or pasture,
peep manure and cover crop pur-
pais. Exceptions will be made
for small farms on which the pro-
ducticn of wheat is' relatively un-
important.
In view of the current supply of
cotem, the acreage allotment for
ity
The cotton, wheat and possibly
payments with respect to some
kinds of tobacco will be made up
of two parts: first, payments from
the appropriation under the Soil
Conservation and Domestic Allot-
ment Act, and second, a price-ad-
justment payment. The probable
rates cf payment on the . 1939 al-
lotments to farms in ,he program
'are as follows:. -
Tobacco—Probably the same as
the 1938 rate, for most types of
tobacco. 11938 rates: Burley. 1/2 ,
cent per pound; fire-cured and I
dark air-cured, 1_53 cents per
pound.)
Cotton-1.8 to 2 cents per pound
plus the price-adjustment payment
of 11 to 2 cents per pounds-a
total of 3.6 to 4 cents per pound
on the farm's normal yield per
acre of, cotton for each acre in
the cotton allotment.
Wheat-16 to 18 cents per bushel
plus a price-adjustment payment
of 10 to 12 cents per bushel—a
total of 2$ to 30 cents per bushel
on the farm's normal yield per
acre for each acre in the wheat
Corn in the Conyncrcial Area-
8to 10 cents per bushel, plus a
price-adjustment payment of 5 to
6 cents—a total of 13 to 16 cents
per bushel on the farm's normal
lin. E. H. Lax, Hazel. Ky.; Mr.
Hill; and A. C. Jones, Cunningham,
-Ky.
yield per acre of corn for each acre
in the corn allotment.
Potatoes—Approximately 3 cents
per bushel on the farm's. normal
yield per acre for each acre grown
not in excess of the potato allot-
ment.
General Depleting and Non-Dc-
cotton in 1939 will approximate
the 27,500.000 acres allotted for
1938. The acreage allotments for
tobacco and cther commodities for
which individual acreage allot-
ments will be made in 1939 will be
determined upon the basis of the
situation affecting these commodi-
ties, and can not be determined
accurately until the 1938 produc-
tion is known Morel definitely.
As was the case in 1938. there
Pool Officials
Are Reelected
• The entire executive personnel of
the Western mark Fired Tobacco
Growers Association was reelected
at a meeting of the board of di-
rectors hel'e today.
Boone Hill, Sharpe, was re-
elected president and L. L. Veal
was chosen again a.s general man-
ager. Other officials re-elected
were: Joe E. Pace. secretary-treas-
urer; H. C. Shemivell, Mayfield,
first vice-president; E. E. Shank-
lin, Dresden. Tenn., second vice-
president.
is no diversion of general soil- The executive csrnmittee re-
depleting crops in Kentucky and elected' was: Shemwell and Shank-
the other state§ in the East-Cen-
tral region and payments with re-
gard to the general crop- acreage-
are earned by carrying .ntst.t._spril-
building practices.
The rates of payment in -connec-
ti:n with the 1939 program can
not be definitely determined at
this time because some of the in-
formation, including final esti-
mates of 1.038 production, to lie
used in computing these raies is
not yet available. Sufficient in-
formation is available, however, to 
plating Acreage-70 cents per acre.
indicate, with a range, the probable Vegetable. Orchard and Pastures
rate of payment for each c.:mmod- —About the same as in 1938. (1938
rates: commercial vegetables, $1.50
per acre;,eommercial orchards, $2
per acre; pasture. 25 cents per
ac r es.A
was the case in 1938. deduc-
tions from conservation payments
are to be made for plantings in
excess of soil-depleting acreage al-
lotments. Payments for soil-build-
ing must be earned by carrying
out soil-building practices.
The principal changes with re-
spect to crop classification are:
Land planted to oats, barley, rye,
or mixtures of these crops will
not be classified as soil-depleting
when such crops are used as
nurse crops for legumes or peren-
nial grasses 6f which a good stand
is established in 1939, and the
nurse crop is cut green for hay,
and is not harvested for grain.
Land planted to these crops grown
in a mixture with winter legumes
will not be classified as soil-de-
pleting. Home vegetable gardens
will be excluded from the soil-
depleting classifieation
In general, the soil-building prac-
tices approved for payment in 1939
will correspond to those approved
in 1938, although some 'changes
may be made to better fit the
program to the local needs of the
states. The carrying out of the
1939 program is contingent upon
the appropriation of funds author-
ized for this purpose by Congress.
a.






It's Good Business to Clean Your. Sum-
mer Clothes Before Putting Them Away
for Fall! Our Exclusive V ACUUM
STILL Process Removes all Impurities
Mikes Your Clothes Last Longer.
We'll Clean'




You: Get Ready For
Fall--the Dam--
and School! .
We Call For and Deliver.
Expert Cleaning
Jackets, Sweaters, Blankets,
Suits, Drapes, Upholstery .
anything Is cleaned expertly.
• quickly and cheaply. Look
around your home and ward-.
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:TVA Rushes Work at Gilbertsville
The proposed site of the Gilberts-
ville Dam is on the Tennessee
River • about 221/2 'miles upstream
from the confluence of the Tenn-
essee River with the Ohio River 'at
Paducah, Kentucky. and about
184 miles below Pickwick Landing
Dam, now practically completed.
The site is approximately 160 miles
southwester...Tr-from Louisville, Ken-
tucky, 150 miles southeasterly from
St. Louis, Missouri, 100 mries north-
westerly from Nashville. Tennessee.
an dabout 69 river miles fron
Cairo, Illinois.
The dam will consist of a navi-
gation lock, spillway, and power-
house section across the present
river channal. Earth embankments
willsross the flood plain on both
sides of the stream to join these
concrete structures to high ground.
The entire structure 'willsbe 3,600
feet long. The maximum height
of the earth embankments is
planned to be 65 feet, that of the
concrete spillway structure. -from
bedrock to the top of the gate
operating platform. Will be about
150 feet. The lock will have a
chamber 600 feet long and 110 feet
wide, and will be designed for a
maximum lift of 68 feet..
The' spillway, designed to pass
safely 960,000 cubic feet of water
per second, will extend 1,210 feet
long from lock to powerhouse.
Spillway control. will be by' means
of gates of the fixed-roller type.
The powerhouse will be of the
indoor type. It is contemplated that
provit•ien --wills he—made- 4e ---the
ultimate installation of six gener-
ating units with a _ Vital rated
capacity of 192,000 kilowatts It is
planned to build onlsolhe intakes
in the -initial construction and to
complete the structure and install
generators when required "lay in-
creased power demand.
The Gilbertsville Dam will create
the longest. reservoir in the world
—184 miles 'of navigable channel
attitable for boats of 9=foot draft.
This is more Than three times the
length of the Panama Canal. The
normal pool area of the reservoir
is 160,000 acres. No large commun-
ities will be affected by the
formation of this lake. Practically
no important industries will be
affected. No mineral liana or valu-
able timber will be inundated.
Complelicua of this dam will make
the 'Tennessee navigable from
Paducah to the upper end .of the
Chickamauga pool, a distance of
.520 miles.
The Gilbertsville reservoir will
have 4,600.000 acre-feet. of flood
control storage. It is estimated
that this storage would have re-
duced the 1937- flood crest at
Cairo by two feet.
In the preparation of the founda-
tion for the dam. 3,500,000 cabic
ycrds of earth will be excavated.
About ,l.250,000 cubic yards of con-
crete will go into the lock, spill-
way, 'and powerhouse structure.
and 2,500.000 cubic yards of earth
will be usedd -in the earth embank-
ments. These-earth eeil'.be-
'prOtect.di-totected- from warm. 1st
250,000 cubic yards of riprapping
or stone layer alimg their sidea.
 •
TVA Wage Scale
Said to Be High
KNOXVILLE, Tenn., Sept. 2—
Congressional inquiry into the
workings of the Tennessee Valley
Authbrity neared an enct,here last
night with` recording of testimony
that the authority's Wage scale
was "undoubtedly, higher than the
private utilities scale for the 'same
class cf workers."
M. H. Hedges. Washingtga,
technical adviser of the Tennessee
Valley Authority Trad4 and Labor
rouneil, composed of thirteen
American'. _Federation of Labor
unions, told • the committee that
'hes agency's wage scale "is shish'
lv higher than the private cttilc
the- Tonstesseet
day. 'Rain or shine e show Will
go on, according to showmen.
In the arena 'will be trained ele-
phants, one of whLsh If the only
elephant in caAvity known to
smoke a cigarette. Her name is
Fritzie, and she smokes like a
veteran (Gone modernistic on us
he;;;! addition there are Alaskan sea
lions, trapeze artists„ tigers. Two
performances will be given, one at
2 o'clock in the afternoon, the
other at 8 o'clock in the evening.
Haag Brothers wants it under-
stood that 'they. are in no way
concerned with the Original Mighty
Illitag Show, because, according to










Over 800,000 residents of Ken-
The Haag Brothers 3-ring cir. 
lucky have now -applied for social
security account numbers. This
Y statement was made today bys-Rs A.
night. September 12. advance Tweedy, manager cf the Social SF-
notices .from the Big T said tcroceurity Board field office in Padu-
cah. Tweedy said that in • Joly
nearly 14.000 Kentucky residentt
who had not previously held so-
cial security account numbers filed
applications and were given these
numbers,
cus will be in Murray Monda
Skaggs Attends
Carriers Meeting
Mr, Clint Skaggs, rural mail
carrier, Dexter, Route I. has re-
turned from Washinton, D. C.
where he represented the state as
deletate-at-large at the National
Rural Carriers Convention.
He was accompanied by Mrs.
Skaggs, her cousin, and Mr. and
Mrs. Rudy Gardner
KNOXVILLE TO BE
Hurts Tiger Squad POWER YARDSTICK
J. Buchanan is III;
Solon Hale, also letterman, to
Attend Academy; Coaches
Train Hopefuls
James Buchanan, star back on
the Murray high school Tiger foot-
ball team and co-captain of the
-quad, will be out of the line-up
for the remainder of the season as
the result of an emergency opera-
tion for appendicitis at a hospital
here Thursday afternoon.
Buchanan was the spark-plug of
the Mui-ray Tigers' offense last
'ear, firing his teammates many
limes to touchdown gains. An A
tudent. he was more than one of
'he. reasons Why Coach Ty Holland
sad hoped to have another sham-
squad this year.
Another disappointment to the
Murray High coaches was the with,-
,irawal from school of Solon Hale,
rtne cf last • year's. lettei men, who
will attend a military academy in
Missouri.
In the mcantime, the Tiger squad
behind the direction of Coaches
Holland and Dub Russell practiced
strenuously for their opening game
September 15 with Hopkinsville at
Hopkinsville.
$25,000,000 Spent
by T.V.A. for Land
City and TVA' Take Over Property
of Tennessee Public Service
Company
KNOXVILLE, Tenn., Sept.
Knoxville this week became a
-large-scale laboratory for putting
the Tennessee' Valley Authority
"yardstick" power rates uhder the
microscope of municipal distribu-
tion.
The City and TVA now take
over the entire electric system of
.the Tennessee Public Service Co.,
a subsidiary of Electric Bond as
Share Corp. On Friday, TV4
power will flow into more thait
32,000 homes, business houses. facI
tories and shops.
The Authority frankly regardi
Knoxville as the testing ground to
prove its highly controversial re-
tail rates are not based on "guess
work" but are finely calculated to
give the people cheap power with
profits for the municipalities.
A private engineering firm that
surveyed the proposed setup esti-
mated that after all operating ex-
penses. taxes and amortization
costs have been paid. an annual
profit of about $200.000 would pour
into ,the city coffers and that
Knc.xville, at the end of 20 years
would own the plant debt free.
The average residential con-
sumer in Knoxville during 1937
paid 3.72 cents a kilowatt-hour. The
TVA contract provides the first 50
kilowatt-hours consumed per
Month shall cpst 3 gents per KWH:
next 50 -kilowatt hours 2 cents
per KWH; next 200 kilowatt hours
0.4 cent per KWH; and excess
over 1,400 kilowatt-hours consumed
per month .75 cent per KWH.
Approximately 5,000 ewes were
brought into Mercer county to re-
place inferior stock.
More than 250 farmers took part out aBleGTlituubpbrefrieaindd sclowceor.
gas bloats you up try Adlerika. One
dose usually relieves stomach gas
pressing on heart Adlerika cleans
DON'T SLEEP WHEN




county's beef cattle day — r -
gists.—in Hazel by .Turnbow Drug
.
KNOXVILLE, Teen, Sept. 8—
John I.-Snyder. head of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority's land
acquisition department, Friday told
a congressional committee investi-
gating TVA that the Authority to
date has purchased 500,000 acres
of land for approximately.125.000,-
000 and plans to buy as much again
to complete its program.
Sndyer was examined in rapid-
fire order as the committee drove
toward final adjournment this
afternoon, subject to call in Wash-
ington to take up T.V.A.'s yard-
stick power rates.
Dr. W. I. Johnson obtained an ex-
cellent wheat 'yield following soy-
beans on his Powell counts, farm.
7
The TVA Program
Is Uncle Sam's Insurance Against Floods,
Soil Erosion, and Economic Mishaps
L
Can YOU Afford NOT to Protect What You
Have with Sound Stock Fire and
Sasualty Insurance?
When You Need Insurance 1 ou Need The Best
7 ' Ai id I - ,1 iii 2 ' ,
12 
NW
Let Our 20 Years Experience Help You
with Your Fire, Casualty, and
Bond Insurance
We Write All Lines Except Life Insurance
FRAZ & M UG N
Gatlin Bldg. INSURANCE AGENTS Phone 331
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Dog Furnishes Menu for Famous Feast
At New Concord; Village History Told
• .-
My EDWARD FREEMAN
"Have some of the dog. Mr.
Jones?" at the .south end of the table as
"No, athank you, I think I'll take he wiped has mouth with a napkin
some of the beans." nonchalantly, "If I just had a nice
"Mr. Tibbs?" piece of cat, I could finials- out my
"I believe not Sirs I've just got
throu h with the .biggest part of.
a hi -leg. and I'm about full. I
will take another glass .of wine.
thougts."
The- host poured the wine. •
"Yop know. Doctogli said Tibbs
with the air of a connoisseur, -this
wine is the best I ever drank. It
has a: flavor distinctly its'Own."
"I prepared it myself." said' the
doctor. He glanced felicitously
around the table. The majority
preseet seemed enjoying them-
selve‘ "Miss Calvert", said the
doctor to a young woman just
acrosg from him. "won't you have
some gravy. You've eaten scarcely
at all, during the meal."
"Thank you. er cucum-
ber, if you plea"
"You've eaten nothing but cu-
cumbers". said the doctor. "Is
there-something. special about cu-
cumbers?"
- • • Hot Dog!
• "I 4ke them". said Miss Calvert.
There were fifteen or twenty per-
sons present. all well dressed, sev-
eral qf them ladies. A big fellow
at the north end of the table forked
an aepenzing morsel of stew from
his pgate and devoured it vocif-
crousty. "You know." he said
with gusto. -I never dreamed when
Old Rip here used to chew the
seat of my pants when I came
around that someday I'd be - making
a meal 'out of hini. I remember
one time His voice lowered
as he, began to talk confidentially.
to his table companion. .
"Well," remarked a' youngster
dinner."
"Next time, perhaps", smiled
the host. —
"Or even a oig fat snake." sug-,
seated the youth.
They got up presently and re-
tired to a shade tree in the front.
yard.. Before tulle for leavetaking,
came, the doctor rose to his feet.
"Ladies and gentlemen.", .he said.
-when I in_vitisS you here to dine
with me today. I told you--I Wciilda
serve, a dog dinner. I have dime
that, and I trust you have enjoyed
a delicacy to which your are un-
accustomed.
"Some of you chose to eat the
veal steak or roast beef or bar-
becued ham rather than the stew-
ed dog," continued tff6:4octor, "and
it was your privilege. But I want
you to know that everything you
ate 'had dog in it. I even seasoned
the wine With a big piece of doft
tallow, and cooked the bread Ot
dog grease."
"What, about the cucumbers?"
whispered Miss Calvert faintly.
',Even" the cucumbers", said the
doctor Miss Calvert •gently fell
back, in her chair in a swoon,
Fatness Dog Dinner
Concord's famous dog dinner
occOrred just after the Civil War.
Dr. Jim Lynch. a •cold-blooded fel-
low who handled snakes for play-
pretties. 'was host to the dinner-
party to which many were invited
and to which several came. Lynch
was a cucumber- for coolness': One
day when his fellow Confederate
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comrades were in a pitched battle
against the_ Yankees. he at pn a
stump back of the lines smoking
a pipe and yelled, -Give 'em hell.
boys!"
* The dinner at which Old Rip
was guest of honor on the menu
was given soon after. the war was
• Lynch_s_kitened the IL*
for two months to get him in shape
for the feast.,
That was one of the memorable
events in the history of New Con-
cOrd. The dialogue as given did-
not take place, perhaps, but it is
nonetheless true that Dr. 'Lynch
enteetained his friends f?i With a
dog dinner and seasoned everything
on the table With the dog.
That part of Calloway county
was settled first; although per-
haps net officially, of all the set-
tlements in the Jackson's Purchase
It was first.
The tide of empire streamed
Westward in the early Twenties.
Hen and wag.iis blazed a trail
from the Atlantic seaboard and the
northern prairies to Kentucky and
'Tennessee. and surged onward to
the West Coast at the discovery of
gold. But some of them stopped
along the way where prospects
were favorable. •
"Among them were immigrant
Froiosseginhs frcm -the Nebraska
territory: and- the :Wiaccoffs and
Crabtrees. of Germanic ancestry, A Duel
TVA Freezes
Test Shaft
Above Is pictured the test shaft,
90 feet deep and 20 feet across,
excavated by the TVA engineers
at the Gilbertsville Dam site.
In order to continue their work,
the engineers csnclucted a success-
ful refrigeration experiment in
'which' the earth was frozen'armand
the shaft, preventing the inflow of
water from the soil.
In the center of the photo is
seen solid rock uncovered at the
bottom of the shaft, where ex-
perts have been permitted to studY
carefully the foundation structure.
-set up a thriving community and
established stores.
They were simple God-fearing
people. and out of the thankful-
nesS of hearts which were humble,
they named the place Huntilidy.
But then came a group of North
Carolinians. They hailed from
Cones:rd. N. C.. between Greens-
burg and Charlotte. Faithful Chris-
tians as they were, they yet be-
keyed Humility -was-. taataa_fittirtg-
name for a growing village. With.
the coming of post roads' and mail
traffic it became necessary to dis-
tinguish the village from the Con-
cord in Lewis county- on tita Ohio
river in Kentucky, so they re-
.named it New C-ncord.
Events of feature interest' were
'concommitant with New Con-
cord's growth. Squire Peter Ham-
lin had brought -his Wife,. Virginia
Niehaus. from Virginia and had'
built a regular mansion overlook-
ing Blood River as a residence.
In 1849, the desire to add to a
lartune already euinfartable drier
hina to California,, lama whence
he came hack wiser if hot richer.
He was a six-footer, with a slow
cool. drawl, and he had a habit
of wearing his trousers without
suspenders. His' hips were slim
and ,his belt loose-so his parits‘sag-
ged down on his hips.
One- day he had words with
Aleck Wesson. a muster. captain.
It--seemed --that - their . two'.sons---1
Henry Wesson and Richard Ham-
'"Tin -had come blows in the
Academy, the pride of New Cin-
ftorft-sar etudy-- - center -fur aro-
deres. The boys fouglit It -out to
their wn satisfaction, and then.,
the fathers tdok it up:
"Sure we do...and it's
better business, too"
When you drink Beer in a
tavern choose your tavern
.. --',..-,,,,,,,Vii•E.„,..ert..te,•ziitenste.ei -1, 7,7y,t`'''. 'condititbria'that shafiet. Triaes surround its sale„
respeteteeeafail outIts, you not only en- Existing laws can curb these evils. Help
. eetirage those better outlets but you've made- us lay demanding their strict enforcement I, --
a start toward driving out the bad spots 'Sales to minors, or after legal hours ,..or use
is your comniunity. , - , of a beer license as a screen, for selling illicit
And that is elLic-tly the aim of the great liquor or for operating an illicit' resort -.'..
s tssiy of honest retailers of beer whe, along all these are violations of the law and should
with the breweils, recognize that Beer's, be stopped. Perblic opinion, once aroused,
only problem is to remove the anti-social cazilthat such practices it-re stopped!
----e - ;-- 1 I" • . '





21 East 40th Street -
Correspondence is invited from groups and in-
dividuals'erprywkere who are interested in the
brewing industry and its social responsibilities.'
•t roN)
Look far this -symbol in members'own advertising.
New York, N. Y.
• •
Mule tram prr.criptiou id So r.,a. a a
atootarit aparlialitd. gaiGkeat retie( tot
lactirrsilide, Ka*, Ibrartbara, irtesting,
*entn'el.), aridity, br)elting .,44 *M.:,
t ise,.. atom . Ilia. •WIty sat-' star ywar44511iirt its beat memo eon Witt Get
, One word led to another until
eventually they agreed to meet In
a duel. 'On a gray autumn morn-
ing, they marched out in a little
grove of -trees and at a given
time started shooting. Both had
flint-rock pistols. Wesson shot
Hamlin in the -leg and the latter
hobbled around long enough be-
fore dropping His gun to put a
ball through.. Wesson's shoulder.
They never did patch up the
quarrel to any degree of satisfac-
-fiet h and- fen, Years 'later - WesSon
was killed .by Union soldiers at
Corinth. Miss_ when he fired on.
a train-load of the "dam Yankees".
as they  passed by. - A fellow, who
knew him came along and brought
one of his guns home to Wesson's
-thdest son. Ben. He said he'd have
brought the other gun too, but be
was a little teary of turning a
dead man over.
Before Bob Barns
. Kentucky, always noted for 'its
horseMen, produced a good one
in .Clark Battey. who, according
to his story was enroMe to church
at' Mt. Carinel one .,,,,,Sunday when
his horse became scared and jun-T-
ed - over two high-topped bug-
gies in one jump and kept on gee-
ing. Bailey, however, was the
same person who said that when a
piece of cap landed Us his eye
from an exploding shell in the war:
he got so intere.sted with his ors,
eye watching the doctor pull his
other eyeball out that he didn't
.know_ _ was gone .1Intil h_e_ tried _SS
see 'out cf it.
- Mt. Carmel was the popular
Church lirr-thota daft. Strings of
wagons ant buggies used to
the road for several hundred yards
oil special ordinance Sundays. One
day something occurred - which
made people wonder if a charging
rhlnocerous and a cyclone .had
not visited. the church grounds
simultaneously. And at-that-time
Thisbe and Isolde. tired 'of Making
love to each other through- knot
holeS, decided they'd- up and g"
matted.- With the-aid of a friend
the-amisrous swain turned loose S
scaila mule hitched to a hack
and he ran amuck among the wag.-
ms . and buggies, until 'vehicles
were scattered' so they resembled
the Babylonian gardens of Nelsse
thechiezzar.
Many 'Trenchers
Chureh was'going on inside, bu'
at the 'sound of the_zArmagedder
ouIS7de, the elders rushed into tr..
clear to .see what was the matter
and in the confusion the boy -are
girl Made way to a parson
were married. they t
ay trouble -finding a prea
Everi Idday, there are more ms:..
'Ws on • the East Side than lhere
arej in any- other similar, area- in
Kentucky. ' -
Then there, was the only _ time
a man-Wifirrevey. killed Concor,d.
Bill Hodge was a famous fighter.
and.word got around that the map
who could whip, him hadn't Isben
born yet. A fellow by the name
of 'Hook.. Chumbler. felt .like he
knew how to handle his hands.—
tind his feet ,in a rsugh-and-tum-
so he .-tne:ativat
a ip *Atli- the Conto`rd etcarn
pion. /lodge literally and teetsts',‘•
wore--Chumbles‘ but. and -thb : •
decided to submerge his el
peintmenf with liquor.' He et.,'
pretty tight and auppleMented
drunkenness with an ugly humet




111Stopped in a Fewlatinutel
or Money bacv.
erd on Constable Henry Turner to
arrest the fighter. Turner depu-
tized several to help him, and
among them was Tom Jones, fath-
er of Bud Jones who lives there
now, an d Billy Stubblefield.
Chumbier would not submit to
arrest and in the scuffle Jones shot,
him and killed hirn.
Five Are Drowned
A tragedy which shocked the
whole' of Call-way county occur-
red in 1891 on the Tennessee river
mar Concord when five men out
of a party of ten were drowned as
r-p
they attempted to seine in dem-
uus currenta.
Johnnie Meadow, Ed Brown.
' Brame. Walter Strader, and
s Eaves were drowned. At the
.!ie time the swift water car-
•1 the sewers under. Joe Mont-
7nerY, Reuben Dunaway. and
.1 Venable were in the water,
sterling effort enable them to
_ish the security of the shore.
Tne five who drowned had been
carried under by a whirlpool. Two
of the men, Jahn )3ill Thompson
and A. C. "Dime" Smith, who were
holding a staff on the bank, also
escaped.
Concord has had many promi-
nent personages to come from her
environs. I. Chris Boaz, one-time
well-known attorney. practiced
law there. His daughter. May.
married Ed Grief and went with
him to Porto Rico where both
made a fortune -in sugar cane.
Judge Joe Robbins, for years judge
of the 'Mayfield circuit coort, used
to chop wood for money enough
to pursue his schooling on in Con-
cord: Jim McKnight, a native of
Concord, journeyed west to Vin-
cennes. Ind., where_lse went into
the, wholesale grocery company.
From thence he went to Kansas
City where he .became„ rich in a
real estate boom. His daughter.
was Married to gentleman named
Loose. who founded the Loose.
Wiles Biscuit Company. The fam-
ily became immensely wealthy.
Others have become widely known.
Rowlett's Tobacco
Concord has not been lax in the
development of industries. In 1848,
P. M. Rowlett established a tobac-
co manufacturing plant at Con-
cord. The, first two brands' of to-
bacco made were named "48" and
-Old Dominion". Several years,
later. P. M.'s son, Jeff, became a
partner. He became manager in
1889. and continued to operate the
factory after his father died. In
1903 he moved it to ,Murray.
In the early '70's Pink Stilley
And Ben Wesson founded a wagon
:.hop in Concord. It was known'
as the Stilley-Wesson Wagon Csm-
pany,. and had a, flourishing trade.
The building was, 100 feet by 300
teat and the .company employed
20 or more men, selling the wag-
ons at $150 each. The town at
that time had a population of
about 150 people, had two drug
stores, two dry goods stores, one
saloon, one hotel, one church, a
Masonic Lodge. two tobacco fac-1
Series, and two doctors.—ories the
rae. Lynch of dog-eating fame
Who later moved to Texas.
•- -At -one -tune-, the rnaiority-ef -the
wealth of Calloway countY circu-
lated • areund Concord. People
came from miles to vote. In
lboid 1845, the Masons .of the
community bought a large bell
weighing 150 pounds. using it in
the Masonic building and in the
Union church, and later at the
school building. In 1019 the New
Concord Milling Company was es.
THIS TIRE Will
SAVE YOU MONEY!
NOW WE OFFER YOU
THIS BIG NAME, BIG









• "Double-curing,'" 100,54 full- d
floating cords, wider tread and r
other high-priced tire (lattice.' at
a low price! That's the new Good- 'In
rich Standard Tire. See us today. di
7te dn'eh
STANDARD 
Get your Tires where you
can get 24-hour service
GROVER GRAHAM PARKER 'BROS.
REMEDY GARAGE
,)„,posi,,, 1.„„t„ffict.
Phone 373 for Wrecker
PROBERS OF TVA
TO HAVE RECESS
Will Reconvene la Washington;
Much of Wcrk_116.
Still Undone
KNOXVIL4E,. Tenn., amt. 8--
The congressional committee which
has been probing into the far-
flung ramifications of the Ten-
nessee Valley Authority for seven
_whet weeks. _Pleoered te e_12
and go home Saturday, a gsod part
of its work still undone.
The committee will reconvene in
Washington after a recess of sev-
eral weeks. •
Over half its time has been de-
voted to the feud between the Au-
thority's ousted chairman. Dr. Ar-
thur E. Morgan, and the other two
directors. David E. Lilienthal sad
Dr. Harcourt A. Morgan.
But -it has found time to pene-
trate into many ether matters, as
Congress directed it should.
Most of the past week has been
devoted to examination of 33-year
old Personnel Director, Gordon
‘Clapp, responsible for selection and
general employrffent relations with
the 12,000 TVA workers.
Representatives Wolverton (R.-N.
J.i, who has done moat of the
questioning of witnesses, urged that
TVA should put its emplisyes under
civil service. but Clapp vigorously
defended the existing setup in each
instance. .
tablished by A. G. Smith. operat-
ing Wei* for sire 'years before mov-
ing to Murray in 1925
Iron Mine
An iron mine furnished much
ef the early employment of the
area, and smelting was a common
task. -For the iron furnaces, char-
coal was used to bring the temper-
ature to such a degree that it
would melt the ore.
Overlooking Concord today, as it
has done since long before the
community was ever established. is
the Devil's Pulpit, a huge saddle-
pummel-like protuberance of rock
that rises more than a thousand
feet above Blood river bottorn-
lands.
At the present, New Crcord has
a population of 'about 1(10 per-
sons. It has a grad h A four year
high school, two stores, a black-
smith shop, a garage, one church,
one doctor, and a postoffice.
.- The committee has taken stacks
testimonLysis to the inner work-
ings. of TVA. lati?"11 was the sensa-
tional charges Of the tall, severe-
visaged former chairman, and the
replies of the two remaining direc-
tors that received :chief attention.
It Nes these charges that re-
sulted in removal of Dr. Morgan
by President, Roosevelt for "contu-
znacjs" and prompted Congress to
investigate.
The 'ecnkreversy ,resolved itself
primarily around these points:
1—The Berry caws on which the
teeters—spent- -airier --e" the
seven weeks. Dr. Morgan charged
his two co-directors with highly
improper ,conduct in .negotiating a
"friendly" agreement to conciliate
marble claims held by Senator
George L. Berry la-Tenn.), and
associates. Lilienthal asserted the
agreement at the time merely
seemed the quickest and cheapest
way out. A c,neternnation commis-
sion finally fistind the claims of
no commercial value.
2—The 18 power company case,
in' which the companies unsuee,.,
fully sought to have TVA declat.d
unconstitutional, before a theta-
judge Federal Court at Chattare,
ga last winter. 'The compiii.•
have appealed to the Supreme..
Court. Dr7.- Morgan claimed the
Authority's legal department im-
properly sought to have engineers
give misleading information. This
was denied.
3—The rate making Part of the
electric power program, handled
by Lilienthal. Dr. Morgan charged
Lilienthal set rates with Mare -
quate information, and did' '
31.713Mli them-to other members •
the board. lie thought --the rat -
might be "off" by as much as iii
per cent. Lilienthal insisted the
rates had been proven proper lie
experience, that they would be
profitable to TVA were mot much
of its power program blocked by
injunction proceedings brought by
the power companies.
Read the Cburafted Column
Fall Fashions
Demand New Coiffures
We Especially Invite the TVA Ladies
to Visit Us
MODERN BEAUTY SHOP
Phone 392 North Fifth Street
ELCOME TO KENTUCKY!
VA EMPLOYEES
If -Your Local Merchant -Cannot Supply Your
Needs then Come to Padvcah and Shop at
Sears and Save. Our Lines Are Complete . . .
FAU DELIVERY SERVICE
• MEN'S CLOTHING
• WOMEN'S LINGERIE, HOSE
























• BATH ROOM FIXTURES
Buy on Sears Easy Terms
Sears, Roebuck and Co.
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Rural electrification in Callo-
way county, off to a flying start
the first of May of this year after
the - beard- of'- directors' Or- the
Farm Bureau had voted unani-
mously to start the project Mimed;
lately,. has lagged during the last
few mcnthii, but it is hoped that
,the move will have a new impetus
soon.
In the meantime, however, lines
have been put up in McCracken,
Graves and other adjoining coun-
ties, with funds for in,titution, and
maintenance orthe power facilities
furnished by the Rural Electrifica-
tion Administration at Washington.
One of the main. reassns why
work was stopped in this county,
according to Garland Neale, presi-
dent of the Farm Bureau, was
because, subject to REA ruling,
grants are given out on July 1 of
each year, and Calloway county
will have to wait until July 1 of
qext year to obtain sufficierg funds
ts -continue the program.
1—C-ounty Agent JohnT. Cochran
launched the active movement for
power on the farm last April when
he arranged for Ben F. Niles,
president of the• Kentucky Farm
Bureau, and W. 0. Parr, district
organizer and sponsor of Mc-
Cracken county and other rural
electrification systems, to appear
here cn Monday, April 25, to ex-
plain the set-up.
Extension Engineer Earl G
Welch and John L. _McKittrick





























JENNIER f,": TRAINED SEALS
OUTSTANDING SEAL ACT OF AMERICA
Don't Confuse HAAG BROS. BIG 3-RING
CIRCUS with the Original Mighty
Haag Shows.
There is no connection, Whatsoever!
were present with lantern slides
of rural electrification programs
successful in other counties
Parr Speaks
In his address. Parr said the
Farm Bureau- had gone into every
county in the state in favor of
rural electrification projects. **Elec-
tricity for the farm is na longer
a remote.4nd‘l.ong-sought possibil-
ity,' he said. "It has happened. It
has been made possible to ..the
American farmer."
In a statement at that time,
Cochran said rural electrifictition
is "without doubt the ultimate
end for which all electric enter-
prizes were installed. W hen
rural populaces come to wield the
immense power of electricity in
an aid ts agriculture, then the
farm itself becomes the crest and
crown of the industrial urge, the
source and spring of the national
life."
After the meeting that day, Coch-
ran instructed REA surveyors to
map out every region in the coun-
ty, showing just where lines should
b.e set, and the map made is now
available in his office when the
local farm bureau is ready ts pro-
ceed with the 'work.
Project sponsors of REA must
obtain signed applications for
membership iu the cooperative as
well as applications for electri-
cal service from it. They alsa
must obtain signed easements I&
the right-of-way for the power
lines, and prepare and send to
REA a detailed map of at least 100
miles of the proposed ,project.
showing the area most feasible
to be served with the allotment
when and if it i3 made- available.
Sponsors too must select an at-
torney and incorporate under the
laws .,of Kentucky. Although no
retail- rate for selling electricity
can be established until all cost
factors have been deteranined. a
rate has been tentatively suggested.
under which a minimum bill of
$.100 a month would pay for 40
kwh—about enough to light a
Luse and operate small appliances.
Speed in development of the
project depends - very largely on
prompt compliance by local lead-
ers and the community with REA
requests for information and ac-
tion. If the information is satis-
factory and the local organiza-
tion adequate, REA expects to be
able to allot money to meet the
entire construction costs. It does
not, however, lend money to pay
for rights-of-way.,
EA Aids
In a dispatch today, the REA
announced 70 allotments ter rural
power line construction and wir-
ing loans in 26 states totaling $13,-
175.600. The 12,118 miles of lines
which this money will build will
make electric service available to
more than 40,000 farm families
heretofore denied the safety, con-
venience, and comfort of high line
electric power. A number cf small
rural industries, churches, schools,
and other communfty buildings
also will be served by the new
lines.
To date, REA financing has
  a-total of more than $122,-
000.000. Of this amount about
$31,500 have been drawn from the
$140,000,000 set aside by Congress
for REA loans during .the fiscal
year 1938-39.
On the heels of completion
dams at Bonneville. Grand Coulee,
and Boulder, Col., and the begin-
ning of the Gilbertsyille dam,
comes news of a development
springing from a radio tube which
May open the door to shipment of
millions of kilowatts of power
from federal hydro-electric plants
like dams in the TVA area to any
point in the United States, accord-
//aasszeavaatatarssiseseisvasseasaw///astsgasaawasasaaess/ sseassa//////////aasseas ///awasisawassaswar////////s• /// a/wan:saw/ saarar/sa/
ks:
The TVA Is Protecting
The South Against Economic Loss
Let Us Protect You and
Your Investments
Against Losses That May
Destroy Your Security. . .
R. H. Falwell & Company
'General Insurance and Bonds
Peoples Savings Bank Bid. 5th. and Main Telephone so
result in loss. Direct current
flows uniformly .in the same direc-
tion like a srffooth-flowing river.
The current depends only on the
voltage of the line and the resist-
ance of- the conductor.
The reasn these lines are not
in use alraady is because the ap-
paratus needed, gigantic rectifer
tubes to change the alto.rnating
current to direct current at the
generator end and back to alter-
nating current at the receiving
end, are still being effected. But
"Science knows nothing in elec-
trical theory." says Mr. Ross, "to
prevent the speedy perfecting of
these rectifiers." ,
Similar to Radio
All students of raoio are ac-
quainted with the tubes used when
the radio is plugged into art or-
dinary lighting ,service- using 'al-
ternating current. Their function
is to change the AC to DC in
arder to give a smooth uniform
carrier on which to superpose
music and voice. Their opera-
tion is simple. Electrons are given
out in, countless billions from all
red hot bodies just as steam is
given off by boiling water.
The most convenient hot bedy is
the filament of an ordinary elec-
tric lamp. If a wire or small plate
is sealed- in at the tip, the bulb
can be used as a rectifier. If volt-
age is applied between filament.
and plate a stream of electrons is
electrically "blown" from fila-
ment to plate, but none can be
driven in the Other direction. Only
the half waves in the same direc-
tion can cross, but by using two
tubes the alternating impulaes are
all delivered 4-a-4h'seirtUit in the
same direction.
If a little tube of several wptts
capacity can be made for radio
receivers. Ross declared, it is only
a step to take out the electrical.
kinks and make a reliable tube or
group of tubes of 100,000 kiloWitts
or 1:000,000 kiloWattt capacity.
A little mercury placed in the
rectifying tube greatly increases
its capacity. Already tests are
being made of 'tubes rated at 100.-
()00 volts. What is needed, ,ow-
ever, for 1,000 .or 2.000-mile lines
is not 100.000 volts but 400.000 or
--astsgs,Pscherne would not re-
quire disturbing the present alter-
nating current system for the di:
rect current lines would act only
as hnks between the greatest
plants. Because of the Simplicity
of the direct current line, poles
could be used instead of towers
and but two cables would be
needed with one negative and ope
prsitive to the ground. :the -cen-
tral point of the system grounded
at each end. Cutting in on a
three-wire' system. for example,
a bank or rectifying tubes could
be- inserted and one wire removed.
Chiropractic: The science that
makes people well and
happy.
DR. W. C. OAKLEY
Chiropractor
909 West Main Murras
Murray:Mon., Wed., & Fri. P. M
Ilentant Tasos..Thusa. 4 Sat.
John Beal and ti.aureen O'Sulli-
van seen with Wallace Beery in
"PORT OF SEVEN SEAS". start-
ing Tuesday at the Capitol Thea-
tre,
in to James D. Ross, director of
the Booneville Dam Project, who
outlined the plan in a recent ad-
dress before the Engineers club in
Seattle, Wash.
The devices which wiii make it
possible to tie tsgether all the
federal electric plants in America
through the use of direct current
transmission, are the phanotron
and thyrotron tubes, glorified
radio bulbs more than six feet
high. Mr. Ross, sometimes refer-
red to as the New Deal's "one-man
TVA" admitted it mitht be years
before sufficient industry could
be attracted t; regions where
power is now being developed. To
make such gigantic projects pay.
and that shipment of currant for
long distances would be imposs-
ible unde'r past praetices.
Using the present alternating
current system, :200 miles is about
the limit for shipping electric en-
ergy economically. At 300 miles,
approximately 50 per cent of the
current leaks out-Muute.
fleet:lying Tubes -
Al the far end or tae line an-
other rectifying tube or tubes
wouia be employed. They would
the sending tubes except
that a "grid" wculd be placed in
tube between filament and'
Otte. This is a wire screen
thri ugh which the electrons can
readily pass. The grid is insu-
lated from both filament and plate,
and a wire connection is brought
out exactly as in ordinary radio
amplifying tubes. It is found that
if 'a negative voltage is applied
to the grid, the entire electron
stream can be shut Off, and when
this is - done intermittently, 60
a'second, with another tube
turnmg the impulses in the op-
positedirection, the alternating im-
pulses traveling in the opposite di-
rection, the alternating iMpulses
tilaveling in the opposite direction
—we are.: back to an ordinary 60-
cycle alternating current.
Direct current transmission is
not hampered by -,tbe limitations
of alternating lines with their
handieeps. for distances over 300
miles. Direct current lows are
very simple. The output -of a line
is governed cnly .by the voltage
used and by the resistance of the
conductor.
Therefore, by using greater volt-
ages or larger conductors, or both.
a point is reached where power is
laid -down thousands of miles
away at the same price as we are
now transmit for 100 miles.
At • pres_nit, 100,000 v:lts direct
current 'can be reached conime'r-
cially using large glass rectifying
tubes of which' our ordinary radio
tubes are a tiny counterpast. If
desired, 'mercury rectifiers in steel
tanks may be used. With a com-
paratively moderate amount of re-
search and perfecting, it will not
be long before 150.000-volt sys-
tems will be possible. Later pro-
gress will undoubtedly make poss-
ible, 300.000 sr 40(1 000-volt currents.
It so haepens that the electric
'SCHOOL ROADWAY
The line is then equipped for di- [rect k orient transmission.
RECEIVES GRAVEL
Kelley-Crosaland Right-of-Way Is
Surfaced to Edge of
Tennessee Line
The Kelley-Crcssland school
road, under process of graveling ,
sirfee the .first of the year, hasre.t
cently been completed, according
to Roy Kelso, who was in charge
of the activity.
The roadway, approx:liately two
and a half miles long, begins at
Wrather's bridge and ends at the
Tennessee State line, and runs
through Taylor's store,
Kelss declared donators for the
graveling were especially grateful
to Bill Curtin, state highway engi
ricer; Roy Graham. county engi-
neers, and Pink Curd. assistant
county engineer.
Among those making cash dona-
tions to the graveling of the road
and the amounts given were the
following:
kdolphus Lassiter, $30:
Orr, $25; Henry Cathcart. t15;
Charlie Moore, J,25; P. B. Orr, $50;
D. F. Paschall-,$10; Porter Chart-
t..n. $10; T. S. Orr. $10; G. W.
Jones, $15: Carlos Kelso. $10:
Goldie Orr, $10; Jim Bridges, $10;
Roy Kelso, $25; Aubrey Jones, $5;
H. S. *Wilkerson. $5; Norman Bo-
gard. $5: Will Joils, $5; C. R.
Lewis, $10: W. D. Kelley, $2; Hazel
Product. Company. $2; Curtis Treas.
$5: Sally Orr, $5, and Bill Wal-
drop, $5.
Roy Kelso, as treasurer, paid to
Luther Farris for gravel $63.95;
paid Li- hauling. $152.95; and the
remainder was used for ,spreading
gravel, except $5 which remains
in the treasury,.
Read the Ctassale:. column.
When You Feel Sluggish
(Constipated)
T'alte a dose or two of Black-Th is w strain On the insulation of a di-suld not -happen in di- Draught. Feel fresh for a good
rect current transmission where reet current line is only about_ day's work,
there is no changing magnetic only seven-tenths -of that on an Work seems easier, life pleasanter,
field surrounding the current to alternating current line at the when you are really well—free from
the bad feelings and dullness oftensame voltage. Thus. a 280,000-
attending constipationvolt alternating current line such 
Far nearly a century, Black-as that now operating between Draught has helped to bring prompt,
Boulder Dalai. and Los Angeles refreshing relief from constipation.
could have one wire removed and Thousands of men and women rely
cculd be raised, without fusther -eat it.
to 456,000 edits direct cur- I I31,.ACK-DRAUGHTtenl. between the positive and




Women welcome lovely new
feminine hairdos for -fall
•
Our staff of specially trained operators and bar-
bers is equipped to offer you the newest style sug-
gestions and render the best available services.
•
MURRAY BEAUTY SHOP
Hal Long—OPERATORS--Ruby Mae Blakely
Phone 281
Open for Business in New Location on
West Maple St., Saturday, September 10
THE $112.000.000 DAM IS BUILT
BY TRAINED MEN AND MODERN
MACHINERY!
the same way Porter Motor Co.




With Expert Mechanics and
Equipment











Modern High Pressure Lubrication System . . . Specialists handle all Body and Fender
Repair and Painting, Cylinder Boring, Valve Refacing and Resetting.
Electrolux Vatuufri Cleaning. . . Washing, Polishing . . . Efficient Wrecker Equip-
ment.
orter Motor Co.
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New Farm Program to
Help County Farmers'
One ..i
New Deal acloottes has been the
New Fa; m p .41 am as exec uted
by Scoreless of. Aio ICUillIte Henry
A. Wallace (is eisp ,se is to Jose-
,:,;,•:, b114,,,,. 01 I %it:: a soli ospisting ci.p.
Apples. .anon of 240 pounds of 20
per ceal superphosphate or its
eq0ivalent with the seeding of
perennial or biennial legumes. pe-
fy crop prodti •n s.ei that suir- Irenroal grasses. winter legumes.
•-plusese. may nes -art 1iincerm-cilied-Hespeciree7-erete4erne.--e&-permanent
subsidies te ces tailprice on cote- pastures ; A hundred 'pounds of
triple superphosphate ,is equivalent
to the 240 pounds of superiahss-
phatei: application of 200 pounds
of 50 per cent inuriate of potash.
6quiva4ent, to perennial or ho
Alia' legumes, perennial grasses.
winter leaumes, lespedeza, cro-
talltria. or permanent pasture: ap-
m dine s put on the ma: ket.
In th, .t controls pro-
d:It:Alt fl q. b limiono the number
of 'Air Of pio.n.o..i ..rid at the same
time tt a eolanle quota fur the
same c nd 11.4'r-opts by so
doing to oatol:i.o. pi 4., iind mar-
kets moo. t. sith
42 flb1.11111/I:,q;._ PliCaWan of 500 Pounds of basic
'Althisig sen Sie se, V 7- W isllace is aligThi--7,*a . phosphate. op colloidal
bitters opposed t., subsisss 
1 
as ' a phosphate to perennial or biennial
general p.a .o..ti  III some instances legumes. perennial grasses. winter
be has adsosaied Government par- legumes. lespedeza. crotalaria, or.
ticipation in loot: action and with permanent pastures: conatruction
to...so:tab,. cauo. III whoat. tobsic- ,200 linear feet of standard ter-
cu. cotton and ether Loup,. rair for which proper outlets are
. Th.• po,grar.) is ei.i.tr i: ed by provided; reseeding depleted pas-
national cumin:Its-es working in tures with good •seed of adapted
cooperation with state, county. and pasture grasses or legumes-10
erneeuurUnuty eerremitasee . in each pounds of seed, application 2.000
oounty is a Soil Conservation As- Pounds of ground limestone with
oscia;am whit h ,to irk, in ss.ne;nc. not lets than loss pounds per
tlon with th, . county atzont It is acre. et:.
,.these la•tt 7 tTil,'- WILCh C't,c14-11- Each acre oteded to either of
tufo the bitekbont- ot tht."Solls Con- the_followm.g crops will also be
servation Proc.:an: of the Fedeial considered one unit: Kudzu. alfal-
GoVer OS:se nt . - . fa ..sericea. approved red clover-
In Caney:ay ct.ur.t.y thc, 'w, rk is al-ike clover. sweet clover. white
blue-
Agent- T. Cochran and'ACP &se-- erase orchard grass., reed canary
:node! the does:ter of....,_ Couitts,4c1sver. bur elover. crutalaria. 
.retary. 011ie `ernes._ Soils Secre- i orass. vetch. Austrian winter peas.
t'o-y 'Kelly Cromwell. and their , crimson clover, annuaT le;pecleza.
trained aides ,• „il ryegrass, or mixtures of
t 
They. achieve their object whs. N sorurnes and perennial grasses
* to be a board of information f. . than a mixture Consisting 
.
_.
_farmer, 'coming Unctrr •the pro- ,...iely- of timothy and redbass
'gram. They offer re d:Icommen-. t zre:11_ manure crops. soybeans. vet-
'tio
.
ns: 'they visualize 
. 
the future vet beails cowpras. crimson clo-
.through: utilizieg _practicable meth, s ver. Austrian, -winter _ peas. vetch_
f' -4ods _of theaprelient: .they strive tol rye. barley. wheat. buckwheat.
  ;Anfisience farmers to comply with oats. Sudan grass. millet, sorghum.
agriculeffekl practices...is-Mills, have sown corn. or- mixtures of any two
proved goOd and to earn the -Most or mire of such .Orops of which
of; their soil-building allawances. a good stand and good growth is
. one . at the features of the pro- plowed or disked under as green
.wasn. i manure:. a good stand and good
•
• Soil-buikting units are des
terromed by the soil beulding al-
fzivance each farm possc*ses, One
arid a' half tenses Ise tobacco and
-eatton acreage allotments plus the
wheat acreage allotment subtract-
ed from the total crop land equals
she number of acres on
• 
 whifh pay-
:merits may be drawn. Payments
.are .70 cent, per -acre Therefoii..
70 times the .number of acres on
which payments are 'tea he received,
thl bto,Iding
_Soil buildir.g un.ts are twootrards
of the soil building allovvance •
- Each of tht followirg prect-Oe-
in the amen:.:, -pecified :,re count-
, -1 in C:,!!,w,,r, ce.,unty as .ne un t
:ded they are not seeded i.
growth of seybeens.svelnet beans.
scowpeas. sweet clover in orchards,
,r rye. leff on land as temporary,
mulch. &unmet* legumes inter-
planted or grown- in combination
with soil-depleting crups and 1938
seedings of sweet. clover in or-
chards will not. be counted under
the above statement.
I; A f-armer may either avail him-
; eelf of. all his soil-building allow-
sanees-and at the same time have
the assru-ance he is building up
tus farm—or de can avail himself
•of n .ne of it. But he is paid - only
for the part he actually avails him-
...elf of. For example. a man has
a sod building allowance of $30





















TVA To See Good Games
at Murray State College
TVA visitors and
have an opportunity this year to
see one of the best football teams
in the South in action when they
come to Murray State .Coliege foe
the Thoroughbreds' home SUMS.
Above, left to right. are pictured
Line Coach Jim Wore. Head
Coach Roy Stewart. and Freshman
Coach John Miller.
The Racehorses, with one of the
finest stadiums in the S...tith to
play in. have an enviable record
in intercollegiate competition. hav-
ing won two conference champion-





By Frances Parker and
Veld& Hatson
The seventh glade elected its
officers recently. They are as tot-
lice's. presidad. John Lax; vice-
,.p.r,•ident. Bernice Wiaehart; sec-
t, •ary. Eva Mae Williams; and
: treasurer. Velda Mae Iluteon. We
are sure they will be good of-
Honor toll
Those on in,' honor loll are as
tolloais;
F.rst grade, Warren and Jean
Sseund' tirade. Betty Lax, Li-on
Williams.
Third grade. Lavern Williams
Mary E. Mitchell.
Fourth grade, Raphel Maynard.
'Filth grade. Spisght Williams
and Dottie Maynard.
Soveuth . grade. John Lax. Eva
M. Williams. Bobbie Grubbs.
September 18. Wisconsin State, at Foinors Balker. Boinice Wisehart.
Superior.
September 24. Middle -Tennessee, Several neighbors came and took
Teachers at Murfreesboro. , the typhoid shots.




October 22. Hardin-Simmons ,Uni-
versity. at Paducah.
October 2S, Union University. at
- Jackson. Tenn.
IpNovember 4. Southwestern UM-
- versity. at Murray.
The visitors were very scarce
this month. Those who came to
volt ware: Herbert Dick. James
Wisehart, Beeline Wise:hart, Clyde
and Decy Mitchell.
We had Pretty good results at.
our cream supper. We made 18.50.
We bought a water tank, three
books, and are going. to get a•-set,-
ball and a bat.
November 11. Howard College, at •
Murray.
November 19. Western. at Murray.
.or, phosphate... or cover crops, or
legunies. to ccmplete 10 of .those
units, he i; only paid for those.
10 units., or,. a—total of $15. The
other $15 are there for him, but
he doemit take ;advantage of the
opportunity to get thorn.
There are 3.200 farms signed up
lot 1938 with the Farm Program.
the -'1ocat Cut its office - tepee test to=
day. - In 1936. there were 1800.
Lest year. there were 2.508 farms
iisteds' and -these received -a total-
of More than $143.080 in Govern-
ment payments. an average of
almost $60 per farm.
The definition for farm, of
course. Under the -.AAA includes
all lands under the same owner-
ship and operation in proximity to
each- other.
This -year fn--,--"Fe than 3.000 -tons-
'tif lime have been used by Callo-
way county farmers on the Soil
ConservatiattrProgram and more
than 23 train-car-loads of phos-
phate.
. In the .general AAA program.
the number of acres alloted to
growers is determined by the his-
tory' 4, the farm under consider,/
Lion for the 'past three years. TbeiN
records are studied by the county
committee, which is coMposed of
B. W. Edmonds. Q. D. Wilson. and
W. E. Dick in conjunction with
the county agent and soil conserve-
nun offices. The ccmmittee then
makes recommendations to State
committeemen, who set the allot-
ment In case of dissatisfaction re-
sults with an individual over his,,
personal allotment, he takes it
Iup -with. county committee- and -anad)ustment is reached if possible.
1 Community committeemen aid. in
-uch wsrle In the county acting
,,- such are Dave Burkeen,W. C.
Nanney. R. V. Graham, F. Si'!.
Spiceland. L. Cr.- Bverly. Lemon
I Folwell. T. C.. Geurin. Robert F.
; Parker. L. S. Riley. Harvey
H B. Hughes, E. L. Kussitendall,
J. Williams, sr. A. Reeves. .f.' A.
- saprnan, W. H. Perry. and J. C.
Personnel of the county agent
,--si soil conservation offices is as
' Slows: County Agent arid Assist-
c.1 County Agent J. T Cochran
-,:d Kelly Crotnwell, Extension
Secretary Delma Chrisman: Soils
Secretary 011ie Barnett and Misses
Ilulaye Carolyn Wilson, Willie Kel-
so. Marelle Ward, Grace Cole, Mar-
tha Sue Johnson. Kathleen Cald-
well, Dorothy Dale. Prances Sinter,
Lois Farley, Lucille A. Ripley. Pat-
tie Mae Overby). Carolyn Weaks,
and Anna Mae Spiceland; and Gor-
don _Moody. Thomas Earl Martin,
Keith Morris, A. W Morris. Troy
McNutt.. and Ortis Key.
. Each year, the acreages -termer*
have actually planted must be
measured by, supervisors to de-
terrmine if any have exceeded
their acreage quotas; if any stich
are found.' the counts or commun.,
ity committeemen consider the
case and recommend penalty, if
any.—such to be 'taken out of the
payment.
Present crop superyisco
under the maj._r supervision of
the county agent. Their foreman
is Gordon Moody. A complete'
checkup by planimeter work and
crop supervisors' reports will not
be finished in all likelihood unti'
October 15. Supervisors mea,
fields ender the prograria and know
to a tenth of in acre what crogia
dte grown. t
The crop supervisory personnel
is H. -C. Vinson. a M. Coleman,
Hollis 'Walker. Sherwood Potts, B.
C. Chester, John Cunningham. Toy
B. Jones, Clarence Perry. Ralph
Rays Charles Jhrion, 'Turn , We'll
Rudolph Howard. F. H. Spicelan,
Jr. Gilmer McClurese-P.4 A. Woof,
chester.; Mitchell -StorY, Richard
Walston, James, Blalock. -Talmadge
G. L. Morris, Aube* Hatcher. Lu-I
ther _Nance. Frank 
Members, Visitors and- Citizens: We offer you our servicesBurkeen. 1.1.1,41),Story. --TVA Workers, Faculty m
Ginath Owen, Dun H. Hughes 
IN ALL FORMS OF PROTECTIONMontgomely. 
Cleo Grogan. Douglas Shoemaker.
J. W. Brandon, Ernest Jen.
Wayne Dyer. K. B. McCue-. •
W. D. Shoemaker. Carlos C
win. Herschel Pace. Voris - Pa,
Howard Barren. and Eerily .
las. ..
Conn Barnett and Lee Crass .r'-
signed as supervisors this we" ok
to take up positions—Barnett ,is
Smith-Hughes instructor in agrictio
ture at Auburn high school. and
Crass at Kuperwsor of the 7t.Ittrry
Ifetate College farm.
4-Team Final Again;
Bo's Play Is Crippled
CHICAGO, Sept. 8--Bo McMil-
lin's 'live man backfield" which
had Indiana's football opponents
guessing last season, has been
thrown for a lass by the western
c.nference
The Unusual secondary 'fashioned
by Coach McMillin employed four
backs and a lineman. After the
backfield shift either the lineman
or one of the backs would hop into
1-Thelins
Coaches and officials of the Big
Ten, meeting in a rules interpreta-
tion session with. hf.ijor John L:
Griffith. conference comthissioner,
decided last week that a lineman
moved to the backfield would.have
to play there for, the balance of
'he game.
TVA 's Phosphate Process is Major
Contribution To Wealth Of Nation
• 
Electric Furnace Is tent of these low-grade deposits is Low-Grade Deposits








Dam the national wealth by this process By TVA
is many times greater than the,
the world is measured by the re- improvements complete. Most of
Since "the life of ciVilization in whole cost of the Tennessee River 50 years. 
Another saving in the electric
serves of rock phosphate available the American phosphate reserves. furnace process is that et sulphur.
to make up the-unavolciable yearly incidentally, are situated on public The ordinary commercial process
--lesse.;- -ea-liked -by citeflized Tlfe"; 'Bile. land lilnel-arr the Pr°12ellY of 1hr Ile; Sul-Ph7les_TsCiet .Clierssaialphur &.4)
of the pretest contributions made Nation, deposits are limited in quantity
by the TVA has been the develop- TVA's Plant Food Mandate and are needed for the innumer-
mont of a practical electric furnace The TVA was specifically di- able and glowing uses of sulphur
method for the super-phosphate and rected by act of Congress to de- in industry. If we should try to
metaphosphate processes. vote a part of its attention to the use as much phosphate as is a
The electric process developed by impoavement of.plant foods and to needed, preparing it with sulphuric
TVA at Wilson Dam has added reducing the cost of fertilizer to acid, there would be a heavy drain
'value to the national wealth many the farmer. The original Muscle on our sulphur resources. There
times greater than the whole coat Sheals plants, built in wartime to is, to be sure, byproduct sulphur
at the Tennessee River improve- produce nitrates for munitions, dioxide available at several places
menta complete-, aciording to goy- were intended to be used as sources In the country, but it cannot be
ernment experts. of fertilizer in peacetime. A study transported economically and its
of agrkultural conditions in the use is therefore limited. In the
valley and the Nation led to the electric furnace energy is con-
conclusion that agricultural phoe- suraed, and we hays much more
.phorus rather than nitrogen was potential energy than we have
sulphur.
ClvillssUon Measured By Phosphate
The total known world supply of
phosphate suitable f.r the present
methods of fertilizer manufacture
is about 18 billion tons. Of this we the key to lasting soil fertility,
own about 6,-1 billion. Two distinct processes have been Tests In Many States
If the present losses of phosphate worked out inte practical form. ,
they were made up by fresh Lip- centeated 
superphosphate of cal- 
Sofhodaels.
mines. our visible reserves would 
cium, cohtaining from 43 to 45 per lasloping practical electric furnace
cent of available peant . food. 
ciel4)b/ ImeinttaMul 
Muscle h l
were to go on indefinitely and if The first process leads to a con- wens 
The first
plications of material from the methods for the super-phosphate
through the substitution of elec-
tric energy for the valuable sul-
phuric acid heretofore used fn where it is certain that they are
Cominercial practice. commercially practicable -for large-
The- s'e'cond process developed at 
scale operation._
Muscle Shoals yields an even high. The next ste
p was to test these
plant plants,. under laboratory conditions.
materials in the actual growing of
contains 00 to 70 percent of
en concentrate. "metaphos", which
food as compared with the 45 pet- Most of these t
ests are made by the
land-grant colleges of the sevencent In ' triple superphosphate. '
valley States, under a cooperative
By means of Ora metaphos pre,. agreement with the .colleges and
cess, with, plenty of electric cur- the United States Department of
rent, such as will be available in Agriculture. In addition to the 7
valley States. 26 other States and
Puerto Rico have received material
rival Ty/. for laboratory tests_ and
farm demonstrations,
be good for only a few hundred
years, In fact, however, the pros-
pect is not 'so bad as this. In the
first place, when we succeed in
putting 20. million tons of phos-
phate on the land,- We shall prac-
tically stop the loss of the soil,
and soon the yearly demand for
new fertilizer will be greatly; re-
duced. -In the seeottif mace, the
new-electric furnace process' per-
fnits the use of lower grade phos-
phate deposits, and •thua enlarges
our effi ctive national reserve. the Northwest, it may be feasible
In the standard method of man; to utilize the great deposits of,
ufacture it is necessary' to use rel- Idaho and the adjoining _States.
atiVeTY-Eigh;grade 'reek. -Which In The &let Of freight. bagginIE and-
the case a our principal deposit in handling, which now hinders the
Idaho would mean losing the posse western phosphate from reaching 
These tests have shown generally
ibility of salvaging the low-grade the intdrior of the country. may be 
that the plant food in these high-
ore in the mines.. The effect of the so reduced as to allow this reserve grisde
beneficial results on ttie
electric process such as applied by to be tapped. The Florida deposits. 
'same 
TVA at Wilson Dam is to perinit if they were to be mined at the 
growth of crops as the same quan-
mining the lots -grade rock along rate necessary to supply the needs 
lily supplied in commercial (er-
with the higher grades. The ix. of the country, would not last over
angLsamitaphosphate processes These
have now been brought to a stage
elite
After All, If Uncle Sam Will Build a Dam . . .
Costing $112,000,000 As INSURANCE Against
Property Losses, Such as Floods, Soil Erosion, etc.
DON'T YOU THINK IT WORTHWHILE TO
Protect Yourself and Property Against Possible Losses?
WITH RELIABLE INSURANCE!
BERRY INSURANCE AGENCY
General Insurance and Bonding
Thornton Building West Side of Court Square













The Latest in Living Room; Dining Room, Bed
Room, and Kitchen Furniture
A COMPLETE BEDROOM:-
47Piece Bedroom Suite, 90-QLSprings 50-Pound M t-
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Lower Tennessee Valley Association
Has Important Part in Securing
Appropriation for $112,000,000 Dam
The Lower Tennessee Valley
Association, organized in its pres-
ent form December 27, 1933, has
been largely responsible for the
sustained interest which this year
was successful in securing the
$2,613,000.00 appropriation to start
the big TVA dam in this area.
Officers of the LTVA are, Dr. J.
- Richntahd,---'etialefffirT --the
ooafg. Talffillr-DT5M7 'calve
City, Ky., president; J. T. Lindsey,
Camden, Tenn., vice-president; L.
J. Hortin, Murray, secretary-treas-
urer.
Members of the executive com-
mittee are the above-named and
the following: W. G. Swann, Mur-
ray;, John Kirksey .and Hecht
Lackey, Paducah; J. F. Wilson.
Mayfield; A. E. Markham, Tip-
tonville, Tenn.; H. P. Atwood,
Cadiz.
Approximately 40 counties in
COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
West Kentucky, West Tennessee.
and Southern Illinois are included
in the LTVA. , They are:
Kentucky: Graves, Calloway. Ful-
ton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard.
McCracken. -Isyon, Trigg, Caldwell.
Marshall. Crittenden, Livingston,
Christian, Henderson, Unicn, Webs-
ter. and Hopkins. 
Car-
roll ous on, Lake,-Trier( Ben-
ton. Henderson, Haywood, Lauder-
dale. Madison, Weakley, Henry,
Montgomery, Dickson, Robertson,
Gibson, Humphries, and McNairy.
11111ise4s:. Massac and Alexander.
Dr. Richm..nd was elected to
succeed W. S. Swann; Mr. Draffen
succeeded T. 0. Turner; Mr. Lind-
sey's position was formerly held
by Heti Diggs of Paris, Tenn.; and
Mr. Hortin succeeded J. A. Olive
of Mayfield.
Plans are now being made to
have a celebration soon in honor
of the start of work on the dam.
The officials of the association plan
to maintain' an active organization
so that additional appropriations
inay be made from year to year
and so that the area may -utilise
to the fullest extent the advantages
and opportunities of the TVA pro-
gram.
Calloway Circuit Court
A. W. Simmons. Adm. of S. P. •
Alexander, and A: W. Simmons,
Plaintiff
Vs. Judgment
Winnie Farris Alexander, et al,
Defendants
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir-
cuit court, rendered ax the August
term thereof, 1938. in the above
cause for the purpose of payment
of $144.70 and' interest thereon from
March 15, 1937, and settlement of
estate, and costs herein expended,
I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the court house door in Murray,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder
at public auction. on Monday. the
.2dth day of Staiternber. 193A, at 1
o'clock or thereabout *same being
county &curt day.), upon a 'credit of
six months, the following described
property, being and lying in Cal-
lowa_y County. Kentucky, towit:
- The - West half of the northeast
quarter of Sec. 22 T. 1.-B4-East.
Said lands shall be sold subject
to right' of Mrs. S. P. Alexander
to use and occupy said land dur-
ing .her lifetime, as a homestead.
For the purchase price the pur-
-ebasee---mun„, execute band with,
approved securities, bearing legal
interest from the day of sale un-
til paid, and having the force and
effect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly





STATES T V.A. IS
SOUND PROJECT
Schwartz Gives Agency a
Clean Bill of Health on
Evidence Shown
COMMITTEE'S WORK IS
ABOUT HALF FINISHED. _ .
ASHINGTOTE-73:- .-setlator
Schwartz, Democrat, Wyoming, a
member of the T.V.A. investigating
committee, gave the Government
power and planning agency a
clean bill of health this Week on
the basis of evidence received to
slate.
Harry Sledd is President of Body
Which Has Promoted Maw
Worthy Enterprises -•
Among the flourishing organiza-
tions in Murray is the Young
Business Men's Club.
Presided over by Harry Sledd,
ih has 'done much toward the
sponsorship of enterprizes worthY
of a growing City- in proximity to
a $112.000,000 Federal dam.
Herschel Corn is secretary of
the Club. and R. H. Thurman is
vice-president. The group meets
every Monday night at the Nation-
al' hotel, discusses issues concern-
ing the civic life of the city, and-
often passes legislation -which it
carries out to aid causes which .it
considers worthwhile.
The Young Business Men's Plub.
because of its' interest in cam-
.5
ty progress nat, lass interegt-
ed in athletics, and much of its
energy is devoted to the sponsor-
ship of college and high school
sports. Without its young business
men. Murray would have mush
aingef to wait for many things
it now has.
The Senator, who usually is an
Administration suppeagr, told re-
porters that seven weeks of inves-
tigations and hearings in the TVA
area had "developed nothing that
might be called critical of the
Administration.
Schwartz said the ten-member
committee had about-half com-
pleted its inquiry into the "power
yardstick and accounting practices"
of TVA, much work remaining to
be One by experts employed by
the committee.
"To Hear Everybody"
He said hearings in Washington
during November would touch up-
on the use of TVA rates as a'
-yardstick" for measuring private
utility charges.
Many TVA critics have contended
that its rates did nut properly re-
flect the millions of dollars invest-
ed by the Government because
part of these costs had been
charged to flood control add other
purposes. •
"The committee will try, and
hear everybody, pro and con, on
fairness of the yardstick,"
Schwartz said. "We will not close
the door to anybody and we ex-
pect to consider testimony by pri-
vate utilities, committee experts
and the TVA."
Return to Knoxville
.The Senator said it might be
necessary for. the committee to
conduct one or 'two more hearings
at Knoxville, ,Tenn.. before No-
vember I. to "clear up a few
minor matters."
, He said no one could predict
_accurately now Whether the com-
mittee would be able to complete
its investigation and report to
Congress by January 3, when the
legislators reconvene.
"If we can't we will have to
make a partial report and then
4.
carry on."
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
I.
Gilbertsville Super Highway
May Be Constructed in Fall
The new super highway pro-
posed by the Tennessee Valley
Authority to run front U. S. 68 to
Gilbertsville, already surveyed and
with complete right-of-way clear-
ance, will be put under construc-
tion soon, it was revealed authori-
tatively here this week. Sonic of-
ficials 'gave cpinions the job will
h MMe-5. th-li---filE--
fge-ilinroiErg EFer--ttre. 
way for which is 500-feet wide,
will intersect U. S. Highway 68
slightly more than 'throe miles
southeast' of Palma, coming into
the highway from the northeast
side and joining at the Walter En-
glish place,. , It will branch off
from 68 about a quarter of a mile
west of the junction ut the old
Briensburg road with the highway
at the place where the concrete
slab begins.
From the U. S. Highway, It will
go in practically a straight lino
for approximately three miles to
the W. T. Ruggles place where
TVA property begins, and will
run thence in a straight line to
the dam site.
There will be no major curves
and at all points on the road there
will be- 1.000' feet of sight dis-
tance.
Other features of the TVA road-
way include these: It will have no




The WMU of, the Sinking Spring
Baptist church met Wednesday
afternoon, August 31. Twenty-
eight members and three visitors
Were present.
After tne business session Mrs.
Amanda White from the Murray
Baptist Church, gave a - talk con-
cerning WMU.
The union is hoping to receive
its literature this week, and plan
its program from it. The next pro-
gram will be held at the church
on Wednesday afternoon. Secttem-'
ber 14 at' 2 o'clock. All *omen
are urged to attend these meetings.
To improve the union, the
women believe they need the co-
operation of all the members of
the church and will gladly wel-
come any el-se who shotiTa care
come and take part in the work.
ii,The roads which it must of neces-
sity cross or those which are nee-
airy to connect two sections of
a farm which the TVA highway
has cut in half; the two roads
which do cross it are the Birming-
Len-Palma road and the Briens-
6,11 g-Gilbertsville roadway. It
'ikal offer no comet:mune to bust-
s. smii 'which 114ht be temptefLto
te within 360--feet on either
side of the centerline; it will
tolerate no unsightly billboard ad-
sertising, it crosses no corners of
people's land,-that is, when the
scheduled 500-foot right-of-way
purchased by the TVA would have
tut Lila corner of a farmer's prop-
el ty. the TVA land acquisition
department purchased the corner
in addition to the right-of-way.
At the junction of the TV,
road ,with U. S. 614 the TVA
,purchased a rectangular strip of
land on either side of the junc-
tion to safeguard against concen-
tration of business concerns or
establishments being constructed
near the intersection without
special permission. Where the
oads join, the TVA thorough-
fare _will describe a huge "Y",
with the curves of the roads lead-
ing into '68 having a slight dis-
tance of not less than 1.000 feet.'.
The width of the right-of-way,
according to officials, is designed.
as a safety feature. The move
will avoid the encroachment of
dangerous obstacles and the erec-
tion of questionable businesses
along the right-of-way. It was
believed no concessions would be
given by the TVA for any sort of
business along the right-of-way
within the 500-feet limit.
ORDINANCE NUMBER NINETY-
EIGHT 1981, BEING AN ORDIN-
ANCE DECLARING THE NECES-
SITY FOR ANNEXING TO THE
CITY CERTAIN TERRITORY AD-
JACENT THERETO. AND DE-
SCRIBING SAID TERRITORY BY
MEETS AND BOUNDS.
• • • • • y
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY
COUSCIL OF THE CITY OF
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS FOL-
LOWS:"
1. That it is necessary and de-
rlible that The following lands
lying adjacent -*and contiguous to
the pycsent boundary limits of the
Whitley county farmers have .City of MurVay be annexed to said
made extensive purchases of bar- City and become a part thereof:
ley seed. "Beginning in the North bound-
ary line of the City of Murray,
During the past month Wayne Kentucky, at a point 543'.s feet
county farmers bought 420 ewes West of the West side of Seventh
through the farm bureau. Street, (sometimes known as Ceme-
Wry Street); thence North 1778 feet
to an iron stake; thence East 5731t
feet to the East side of Cemetery
Street iSeventh Street Extended);
thence South 15 feet; thence East
371 feet to the Northeast corner
of a tract heretofore conveyed to
the City by 0. T. Farley; thence
South 210 feet to the Southeast
corner of said tract; thence West
371 feet to the East side of Ceme-
tery Street; thence South 135 feet
to the Northwest corner of a
tract theretofore conveyed to said
City by L. L. Flaky; thence West ,Murray and  become a part thereof.
325 feet; thence South 588 feet;
thence East 94 feet; thence South.
20$12 feet; thence West 419 feet to
the East side of Cemetery Street,
same being the Northwest corner
of the Mary Conner Mason prop-
erty; thence South about 620 feet
to the present North boundary of
the City; thence West along said
North boundary about 573,2 feet
to the beginning."
2. That the aforedescribed 'ter-
ritory be annexed to the City_ of
and that all steps necessary and
proper to effect annexation thereat
be taken forthwith,
S. That this ordinAtt, be pubs
lIshed in the Ledger Ss Times fur
-three consecutive issues, beginning
with the issue of September 8,
1938.






Tennessee Valley Authority V
To Murray
and welcome to all the thousands of employees
who will make Murray and this' community their
headquarters.
This great industrial, transpor-
tation and humanitarian project
will render untold benefits to the
Middle South.
Murrax and Calloway County
are keeping pace with the times
and the project. Modestly, we
admit our station is ...
Tested Valuable Authority on
ALL Your Automobile Problems
• Texaco and Firechief Gasoline ... Texaco and Ilavoline Motor Oils.
• FIRESTONE TIRES, Repairs and Service.
• Battery Charging and Battery Service.
• Specified Factory-Chart Lubrication on all cars.
• BRAKE ADJUSTING and RELINING . . WHEEL ALIGNING . . .
Plugs and Accessories.
Hendon's Texaco Service Station








George Raft and Dorothy
Lamour
'SPAWN OF THE NORTH'
•















THE SHOW PLACE OF MURRAY
Offers Its Heartiest Cooperation With
Murray, Calloway County and the TVA
Coming Attractions:





Clark Gable and Myrna
Loy
-in--














We Pledge You: Excellent Pictures, Comfortable Auditorium, Courteous
Consideration of Community Interests, and our 100% Support of the









J. B Hodgeoo Administrator. . 2,009.935 business concerns in
' Plaintiff: America employing 30,644.000 per-
Vs. SuppIemntal Judgment scins, according to the Latest Stotts-
His Heirs and Creditors. • : Leal Abstract of tho U. S. These
• . _ Defendants owes miliion --companieseolarge and
1 
I By virtue of a. judgment and small-are the creat,,rs of Amen-
order of saie of the: Calloway .Cir- ca's standard of living. highest in
cuit Court. rendered „at the August the . world. That they are being
term thereof. 1938. in the above subjected to attack, observers
cause for the purpose of payment agree, is due in large part to their
of $7217.14. and its costs herein ex-4 failure • to tell The public about
laeniied. I Quill 'proceed to offer their objectives and activities.
/or sale at the court house door There are alway:, two Sides to a
In Murray. Kentucky, to the-high- story, but to date the American
rat bidder at public- auction. t'i public largely, has heard only the
Monday. -the 26th day • of Septem-oversion of business' opponents.
ber. 1938. at '1 o'clock .or there- . .a.
about ,same being runty mart
day). upon a cred:t of six montr...,
THING$ TO WATCH FOR: pects to make m9re than 7.000
---,......othe following described property 
.
Fuzz-less peaches". a new, smooth loans which will spread over 700-
heing and lying in Calloway 
Variety said to ripen a- Week or designated counties and allow for
ty Iowa 
a Coun-
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two auto doors simultaneouslo'.
Behind the Scenes in when a key is turned in one .cap for medicine bottles that show
when the next dose is to be taken;
_American Business is moved to the hour or half houra tiny ateel llba in a ribbed groove, - • mark as u reminder . A new
, type oil filter fur automobiles. said
NEW YORK. Sept 8-BUSINESS for seized land, attacking the po- to cut down consumption, clean
-The key to tomorrow's busideri;'sition 'of this country as an at- and recondition the old ed. thus
may lie in last well's headlines ! tempt to .impose--ttfe will of the eliminating the need for frequent.
from foreign capitals. While the 'strong en - the weak. Meanwhile, chahging.
majority of _,/americans spent the in America a fighting unit of the - 6 • 
• •
week with nothing...more -Pressing'N'avr-wits. assigned to 'patrol he HEADLINES IN NEW YORK 
thanto clean up their work to Atlantic Ocean' for the fire:Time Radio. Corp of America acquire'
get .ater for the 51st observance Since 1932 when the Naval Scout- riehto to new patent which may
^ll s'•‘rs,fr 
wint-tense see -a-rnsie war mare- racifie - •- cost of establishing-0 network-ef
ped the continent. Hitler made an stations Lr commercial television
unexpected tram of inspection Of • WASHINGTON --Officials here broadcasts . . . Nickel Plate Rail-
Germany's fortifications along the continue optimistic over the busi- road defers ioterest payment on
Rhine opposite France.and SWitter- fleas outlook beiieving that more 4 Li per cent _bonds; Lehigh Valley
land no _ dc-ubt to show he meant definite statistical evidence of the and Baltimore & Ohio Railroad,
business in backing demands of steady rise now going cri in many move for temporary scaling down
the German minority in Czecho- lines will appear within a few .of interest payments .... California
illovakia for territorial autonomy. weeks, Whether business can be bonds sell looser as State .Supreme
into considerably Court apprsves inclusion of theHeavy fighting occurred in China lifted bodily 
--as the Japanese army renewed no higher sales volume brackets be, 10 every Thursday" pension plan
attacks in the Hankow ,area. Italy sore next year, however, depends on November ballot . . . Silk flints
passed a decree ordering .all Jews pretty much on three • factors. CM- more -active in August .. . Federal
who have taken up residence in .nwniato point out: I. The buying Surplus Commodities Corp. to pur-
the country since the world war pounds of, butterresponse of the public to the 1939 chase 10,000,000
to leave within six months. even mCiail autcmobile 2. Expansion . . . Potato growers in 15 late pro-
those who have acquired c.tizen- in the capital goods industries, dire.j.ng states refuse to support
ship. In Mexico City... President iron and Steel, '-machinery, trans_ proposed AAA marketing- agree-
Cardenas opened the Mexican Cons portation eqUipment: nonferrous ment . . .Government takes loss
gress with a denunciatory speech metals, lumber, stone, clay, glass, of from four to seven cents a
refusing demands of the United and the like. 3. The ability of bushel as wheat export begins with
 the textile industry--now booming, shipment of 451,000 bushels . . .States for arbitration of parr oto _
- . .  --,,, ..a maintain this pace; observers
. COMMISSIONER'S . sent business may represent men -I ain't overlook possibility that pre- 222 Tenants Apply
SALE 
. ly ,stocking up in anticipation ..f
:ii, .new wage-hour law as it dici
in anticipation of NRA.` 
For F.S.A. Loans
• • • 4 . 4, . Explanation of Program tel BO. .
' BUSINESS SPEAKS-There are Given in Courthouse Here
Wednesday • Morning
G. C. Dyer. Mayfield. county
supervisor fcr the Farm Security
Administration.- said today that =-
tenant farmers in Graves' and Cal-
loway counties have applied fcr
FSA loans with which to purchase
forms with Government money at
a low rate of interest.
Throughout the United States,
more than 2.000 loans ranging from
83.000 to $5.000 were made last
year under the Bankheadolones
Farm Tenant Act of 1937. From
the 825000.000 set aside for this
purpose for the fiscal year begin-
Ming July 1. 1938. the FSA ex-
kind . . A device which ,locks county.
bought by V. A. Acree from IL   Applicants are given a wide
Brown and then known as the North sixty-two and one half 4621,2i choice in -selecting the family-sized
----W-itliam Daily place.- Shannon .polos to a r thcck. se 'S. W. corner of 
farms they want to buy. The price
Creek, arid-bconded on the North a 45 acre tract deeded by J. W. 
:f the property must be in keep-
by the land of Browder. Kennedy Flatteree to .J.. B. •Hodges.--thanoti. ing with its ealue as determined
and Co. bought of J. P. Crabsree. Nooth _ eighty,tve .and one hall.
on the UFA by Butler the land that 4' ;S1L2, degrees East, to ,a rock on
said Butler, bought o.f E. H. BrOwn, the West-bank of 'Tennessee River.
and on the South by-Elizabeth N.' thence up s-aid River to The begin-
Takes land up to tier NW. cot- ning, containing' One Hundred
nero thence ;Sotath--eane-- --See Deed- Book-Nes hit. --page
No loans are made to. persons
4 100) poles to the Peter Kemp 558.
line cn the North boundary. line I Tract No. t Als.> a tract bbond- 
'no can obtain adequate credit
of said survey; thence West with ed by beginning. on the' Section 
T other sources.
said line to the corner of the Wil- line dividing 5ectionson and 23
ham Griffey. .. survey, it being a in T 8. R. 6. E. at a Post Oak
part of the S. W.. corner of .the c.irner. the same- being *here the
• said ,Griffey survey: thrice,. N. with Qr Uric • running_ fast and
the West line of said Will:am-G.1f- interS..cts the Section line
ley survey to the S W con..-: d;v.ding Secs and 23. -thence
of Nancy Wilson's 50 acre t:ac &Tall eighty-seven and one half
land deed to her out th degrees East, one hundred
Griffey survey, thence w.tn !,even anci three-fourth .107 3-4)
ember 17fier S. line, one hundred tw, '102. ; p2Ics a Rock.- thence East five t -
poles to her S. E. corner and 5. degrees South one hundred
thence N. eighty 480! pole, to a: s:xty .160 ples to a Rock. thence Large orders for barley seed at
rock, her- N. W. corner to the N North fifty-four and one half $1 a bushel have been placed by
boundary line.on the Sr:utt. 1.n:, of 541.o. degrees East • one hundred Hopk,r.- 6,unty farrner;•
Browder. y and thirty-eight and third .138 1-3)
nonce la . containing ono. ,Wes to Rock. in Qt'. Sec line,
dred eighty-hint' acres-mote .th:nrice with Qr. Sec 'line two
or less: This tract beir:g the 1.7,rrns. hondrod_thirty-eight and one ,half
place where J B. tlocises lived p•?les to the beginning and
- before moving to New Concord. conta.ining',138 7-10 acres more or
tentucky, haying bouerot store of hos.- This being the tract ()eland
J. A. Steel, March 1.3 .19i.6. See W. P. ' Tuhpin deeded t. J. B.
Book 19. page 399 - i Hodges. July 2.1. 1930. -See Deed
- Tract . No. 3. 'A cortom tract book 56 pi 5.
bounded by tit:ginning at a- pock Fur' The • p uochase price -the _puro
on to West Bank • of the Tennes- chaser must 'execute ,bond with
Awe Riser, thence S:uth eighiy-fivc ; approved securities, bearing legal
and one half -,a5,so deg.-eeo, West interest from the day of sale un-
; two hundred ttiventy-three tilrd and having the force and
poles to-a Sycamore. on . West bank effect dr a judgment. Bidders Will
or Sbanribn Cr, thier. down be prepared -to comply .prorriptik
said Creek with its meahders ten avith these U.-rms.-George-S.. Hirt.








- WHERE THE TOP IS
41-:; 11;tni TO $150
HOTEL AUDITORIUM
People who trasel consistently, know
that limey prices do not melte a hotel.
They here learned by experience tgat
solid comfort, excellent location, and
superior cuisine are rehuisites—ol good
hotel, sad that they don't gave to pay
too winch for them in St.kouis. They
rase about the economy of the Audi.
toriunt'i spacious outside'roomii,_aach.
with ceiling fan and both— and about
the splendid terries and hoist -like
otenosphete, too'
PINE STREET AT 18 TR
ST. LOUIS
E3' "The counly, 'erettrnittee and the
RSA. according to Dyer., The Cal-
loway. county farmer-committee is
composed of Roy Graham. Mur
ray; William C. Caldwell. Lynn
Grove; and •W. Edmonds. Alma,
There will be a meeting af 'Mur-
ray in the circuit courtroom of
the courthouse on Wednesday
morning at 9:30 in further expla-
nation of the program. ApPlica•
tion may be made -at the FSA of,
fice in the local WPA headquarters
here or at the meeting. Applica;-




Home Ownerajocian Corporation,..• .
Plaintiff,
Vs. J6dgmerit
D. C, RohertS, and Lucile H.
Roberts, his wife,
Defendants
By virtue. of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir-
cuit Cture, rendered at the August
term thereof. 1938 in the, above
cause for the Purp6se bf'payment
of Seven „Hundred Fifty-Mese and
03-100 4/53.03,) Dollars with in-
terest thereon, at the rate or 8'
per annum from August 3,, 19';:,
until paid, grid its costs herein- i-x-
pended: I shall proceed to off'
for sale at .the' court house ;des.: ,
in Murray, Kentucky ,to the big]
eat !bidder at pubtic auction.
Monday. the 26th day of Ser', --
ben. 1938. at 1 o'clock or •
about same being county cc
day). upoh a credit or six month
the following described-proper';
being and lying in Chlkway Coin.
ty. -Kentucky, towit:
° Being lot l•ro. .74 and tho
half Of Lot No. 7.1, as she 'en I,
the plat of the town of Hues
natei Almo, Calloway Courity;_ KC;
tuckyosaid plat of -orell in de,
book 3.. pale 413: in t
County Cturt Clerk's • ; ffieo'
Murray, Ky. -
And being the same land c;
veYed to D. C. Roberaal by J.
Svi'ano, on October i5.- rais,
deed. recorded in deed book-
page. 35, in the office of the (''
,f the CallowasoCounty,Co..
For' the purchase prise the po.
. chaser must execute bond wo
...I-approved securities, bearing ler;
18th St. Grine Opposite interest 'frOm the day of sale
Storage 504 for 2 4 +kin: _., sir paid, and having the force and,
effect of a judgment. Biddeel_yrill
PERCY TYRRELL, pittlh be prepared to comply, prcidipfly
with these term a -George S Hart.
 ?dilater- ConsnaisakkOgit.
44.•
She's a SHIRLE1 of surPraet in
her latest 20th Century-Fox pic-
ture. -LITTLE MISS BROAD-
WAY," the magical thrill-hit of




Everyone has, been ordered to
stay away from the swimming pool
except when it looks -like rain for
fear that a turtle might bite and
keep a tight grip until it thunders.
Mr. Jeffrey and Mr. Grogan, with
Donald Crawford. Mac Wright and
Alvis Ed Jones attended the Turtle
Derby at Paducah Friday night.
Eighty of the gaily painted turtles
were brought to Lynn Grove and
are now in Mr. Rogers' swimming
pool awaiting another big moment!
-The Turtle Derby, to be held a
this school September 30..
The agriculture boys under the
supervision of Mr. • Grogan, are
reconstructing the library. The
space which contains the library
books is being enclosed and new
book shelves are being made.
Students who wait for the sec-
ond..bus in the afternoon are work-
ing on numbers for a free pro-
gram to be given September 23.
Care has been taken in the selec-
tion of the :lumbers in order that
an interesting program may be pre-
sented.
The 'following students have been
elected as senior class officers:
Alvia Ed Jones. president; Ralph
B. Crouch. vice-president; Ruth
Cole, secretary and, Covela Broach.
treasurer:•-
Several new students have en-
rolled this week. Darvis Galloway
and Nell Rhodes have enrolled iii
high school. Jo Pat . Easley from
Paschall. Gene and Bobby Pogue




Here it iaoSeptember again and
time for school house doors to
open and the harvesting if the
crops to begin, then it won't be
long till we write "finis" at the
oend of another year's work.
Some of the teachers feel that
they haven't had much of a vaca-
tion since farming. hay baling and
the like have Occupied most or
their time.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. 1C.iiks spent
week in Akrom_....and_c
as did Miss Geneva and Junior
Spiceland before Mrs. Kirks'
whool opened at Rushing's Creek
and Miss Spiceland's at Poplar
Spring. They attended church
%stole in Akron at the Akron Bap-
tist Temple and heard Bro. Dallas
Billington preach to an audience
which has grown since he founded
tho beautiful church a few years
ago,.with fourteen members to an
attendance of thirty-five hundred.
They were amazed at the beauty of
the church which displayed a
complete painting of the Holy
Land With the baptistry appearing
to be in the river Jordan. They
said they noticed that last Sun-
day the Sunday school attendance
exceeded one Thousand.
They also went to hear a great
evangelist, Bro. Carter, who had
once been condemned to die in the
electric chair but was saved five
hours before electrocution time.
Over here Bro. Hargis, assisted
by Bro. Long, has been conduct-
ing a week's service at the Church
of Christ.
The Baptist Association which is
scheduled to begin Wednesday at,
Crocketli‘ Creek is causing quite a
bustle in the kitchens and .a smell
of cakes and pies:
Mrs. Gertr-ue Spieeland returned,
home yesterday after visiting her
daughter, Mrs. Johnnie Ahart a
week and Mrs. Christine tiawson
two weeks.
My rtiother, dad, apd brother.
Rainey very pleasantly surprised
us with a visit Thursday night.
Was sorry to hear that Mr. Walter
Haneline is still very ill and that
much sadness was caused Sunday
by the death of Mrs. Robbie Wal-
ker whose funeral was presided
oy er by our young minister, teach-
er. Bro. Tillman Taylor.
Oury Lovin.s had ben ill for
several weeks as a result from an
infected foot. •
Tony Lovins suffered quite a
Icss when his team of horses ran
away last week breaking .one of
Me horse's legs requiring if to be
killed.
Well, guess I'll be having some
lone days now for another eight.
months since the "head .of the
house" started on his third years
sojourn to Blue Spring school.
attended teachers' meeting at
Daver Saturady.
Teachers have, their vexations
but housekeepers do too. I even
tried papering a room, including
the' ceiling, by myself last week-.
I did it too, but some of my
thoughts would be unprintable.
I found a little poem In a maga-
zine the other day which I lasted
on my kitchen cabinet door ''to
read when I take dish washing too'
seriously.
"Dear Lord, to perserve my sanity
Midst chaos which threatens to
verailew- me- -
Help me, no matter what ill fate
brings
To look for thee, funny side of
things!
Help me, above all elso to keep
My sense cf humor when I would
weep.
-Det not my rellowman cause dis-
tress
Lord, make me realize their funni-
ness,
Help me to find the humor in brain
That throbs all day in my brain-
;To keep me constantly well aware
Of ,the brain's of doubted presence
there)
Send me a hearty laugh to calm
My quivering nerves with its magic
balm
And when death comes with lugu-
brious mien
0, Lord, may I chuckle with mirth
serene,
That-a dour old -spook as-dread as.
he,
Sh._uld be the means of, releasing
me."
- 
and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Walker
and Mrs. Walker's sisters, Thelma
and Vivien last Friday, Mr, Fleet-
woi.id Rogers' mother, sister, and
brother visited him too, one day
last week.
I've been hearing of those good
dinners at Mrs. Guy LoV:ns' arid
all those friendly meetings of tho.se
quilting and patching ladies. If
Tennessee River had a foot bridge
I'd join the groups sometimes.
-Chatterbox
NoTT v e r y in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the .Ledger
Several visitors haw keen :n this & Times hut nearly
neighborhood lately including F.










Dale & Stubblefield Our Ideal--
Phone 2 Rexall Store ACCURACY
L. W. Lennox Announces
The acquisition of Rushing's Garage, to be op-
erated under the new name . . . MURRAY
MOTOR CO. . . . Completely refurnished and





Welcome TVA to Murray
Murray's Largest Motor Service is Prepared to Offer You--
COMPLETE GARAGE SERVICE WITH MODERN MACHINERY, EXPERT MECHANICS, AUTOMO-
BILE PARTS AND SUPPLIES, PROMPT WRECKER SERVICE, AND STORAGE,
Courteous Attention to Your Every. Want
Fender and Body Repairing, Motor Overhauling, Valve Grinding, Washing,and-P.014hin,fir i-larsaiic.Relining, En-
gine Tune-up, Tire aria Tilit2k-s7,-p.;,;itg, ?rater y Motor Oils, aildti-X Gasoline.
Phone 233
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Emergency Conned Finds Locust Grove N‘tws
Few Unemployed in County
A recent summation 'of Federal
funds expended in Kentucky since
1933 is of interest, especially from
the standpoint of the funds ex-
pended fsr improvements in Callo-
way county, Of especial import
was the information that of the
17,062 residents of Calloway county
in the 1930 censuee,937 are _AVM, Corporation gave out $110,455. At
totally unemployed; 280 are em- that time, of 005 owned non-farm
ployede on Federal Work; and 695 homes, 8.9 per cent were mortgaged
partly employed. Only 108 per to the HOLC. •
cunt of Calloway eetinty- residents The Public Works- Adrninistra-
are unemployed all the time, and lion, a state-wide projeet, dis-
89.2 per cent have full-time ern ti ibuted funds totaling $9,410,588e
ployment. Only 4.8 per cent are 00: disbursements in Calloway
totally. unemployed. county from February 2. 1932
The original allocations were through December' 31, 1937. by the
based on the 1930 census which Reconstruction Finance Corpora-
disclosed 4.333 families in Cello- tion were $2.324,223.00.
way county. Through December 31, 1937, the
The Natisnal Emergency Coun- Social Security B-ard has dis-
cil, the same organization which permed with Federal funds valued
recently prepared excerpts dealing at $16.968.00 in Calloway county.
with the relatively poor conslition
of the South as compared to the
North.. made the survey. Its re-
port said $11,640.668.86 have been
'p(flt in Calloway cdlinty for Civil
works. farm- and agricultural pay-
ments. housing prsgrams, emer-
gency relief, and other allotments.
From ekhe Civil Works Admin-
istration, effective from Novem-
ber 10, 1933, through July._ II, 1934,
Calloway °Minty received $89,922.
The Department of Agriculture on
,..unty payments ender the 1936
Conservation Program paid citi-
/ens here $128.030.96; and for ren-
tal and benefit payments through
July 30. 1937. it listed a stemme-
d" ton of $20,188.80. This - came
lia-uugh benefit payments on cot-
ten of $6.875.02. wheat, $2,724.23;
\ebacco. $176.246.53: corn-hog, $67,-
325.01 and .saganuts. a18.00.
Feriae Credit
The Farm Credit Administration
in -439 --emergency crop and feed
loans paid out $19,400.00. The
Farm Security Administration, as
f December 31. 1937, had ad-
\ Aneed loans of $1140362 and had
Advanced 464 grant certifications
1.cre for $6,320.96 and '7 farm debt
Adjustments for $1.445.00.
The Federal Housing Administra-
tion on 24 Title 1 insured mod-
. lineation notes released $5,034.52
;.ncl accepted 45 mortgages for in-
,urance on Title 11 plans for $126,-
460.
The amount of cbligations incur-
red for emergency from Federal
funds through the Federal Emer-
sency Relief Administration from
April, 1933, through March. .1936.










By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir-
cuit Csurt, rendered at the August
term thereof, 1938. in _the above
cause for the purpose of division of
property, and costs herein expend-
ed. I shall proceed to offer for
'ale at ,he court house ci.or in
Murray, Kentucky. to the highest
lodder at public auction, on Mon-
day, the 26th day of September.
1938. at 1 o'clock --ors thereabout
4,ame being county-court day), up-
on -.5 credit of six jnonths, the foie
1,iwing described .pr,perty. being
and lying in Calloway County.
Kentucky. Iowa:
Lots Number 9. 10. and 11, in
block No. 2 in Bishop's East View,
addition to the 'Gilbert place and
Federal Land Bank distributed
$55,400 locally and in 11 loans, ethe
'Land Bank Commissioner made
distribution of $94.000, or a sum
if $149,400.00 for the 143 loans.
As of June 13, 1936, on 54 loans
closed out of 100 applications re-
ceived, the Home Owner's Loan
The Works Progress Administra-
tion through December 31. 1937
issued $173.443.00 in Calloway, and
non-Federal NRA .„alluttments for
waterwurks in Murray was esti-
mated at $107,710.00. The esti-
mated 'cost of waterworks at Hazel
and a university building at Mur-
ray State College were estimated
by the Emergency Relief Adminis-
tration at $579,988.00.
There have been no allocations
made for Rural Electrdication in
Calloway county to date, but a sur-
vey is now under progress for
farm electricity and an appropri-
alien approximating $100,000 is ex-
pected by the spring of '1939.
Oak Grove News
„ Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr visited
lire and Mrs. Jesse Lee Orr, Sun-
day. August 28.
- Misses Mary. Katherine'. and
Martha Nell Morris spent the week
end cf August • 28 with Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Byars.
Miss Dorothy Orr spent Saturday
afternoon. August 27, as the guest
of Miss Evelyn ,Sue Paschall.
Mrs. Rebecca Paschall has just '
returned home from a week's visit
with Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr and
Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Orr.
Commodore Orr and daughters,
Lurline and Dorothy. and Loman
Orr were in Murray Monday, Aug-
ust 29, on business. •
Mr. and Mrs. Commodore Orr
and family were Saturday night'





Home Owners' Loan Corporation,
Plaintiff,
Vs. Judgment
II. B. Arnold and Myrtie Arnold.
-his wife,
Defendants.
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir-
edit Court. rendered at the August
term thereof, 1938, in the above
:cause for the purpose of payment
cf One Thousand Three Hundred
Ninety-two and 14-100 ($1.392.14)
Dollars with interest thereon at
the rate of 6% per annum free
August 3. 1938, unlit paid, and
costs herein expended. I shall pro-
ceecir to offer for sale at the court
house door in Murray. Kentucky
to the highest bidder at pubis
Ruction, Monday the 26th da,
cf Se04;iiber, 1938, at 1 o'clock or
thereabout is.ame being county
court day), upon a credit of six
months, the following deRFeib.-i
property, being and lying in Cal-
Plat to same being of record in loway County. Kentucky, towit:
, the office of the Clerk of Calle.way Lying and being in the Town oe
County, in deed b-ok 31, at page Murray and on South Sixth. Street.
404 Being .Lot. No,5, as shciee in
ThiFebeing the same property rthe A. L. Rhodes Addition to the
conveyed to Felix Skinner and lcla I Town of Murray. Kentucky. same
Skinner by deed on 23rd of Sc-being a record in Deed Book 47,
tember. 1030, from Jessie Thorp Page 70. in the Office of the Clerk
and Lula Thorpe-his-wife. and it
of record. in the office of the Clerk
_of Calloway County. at deed book
58, page- 433. alas the Same prop-
,•rty conveyed to Felix Skinner
and Ida Skinner by the elders of
be -Church of Christ of Murray.
Kentucky, by deed dated 2nd of
April. 1934, apd of record in the
(dices of the Clerk of Calloway
County in deed book 60, mege4.3.
For the purchase price the pur-
chaser roust eXecuie. borid.
apixrupg4- • • legal
enterter Irene e un-
hI and having th'-f fete and
effect of ea judgment. Bidders will
la, prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.-George
Master Commissioner
James Parker had 120 tons of
lime hauled to his new home where
he will .Ineve soon. He bought
the Harvey, Swift place.
Mrs. Lerwin Swift is some better
at this writing. She has been
very ill, with heart trouble for' the
past week.
Mr. and Mrs. George Bell of
Mayfield spent Saturday night
with Clyde Bell and family.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Hardin Byers, Mr.
and Mrs. Curt Newsome, Mr. and
Mrs. Barney Herndon,- and Mr.-
and tars. Linn Tidwell spent Sun-
day with Comus Alexander and
family.
Several from this neighborhood
have taken examinations for work
with the TVA at Gilbertsville.
Mrs. A. J. Marshall and little
son 13.bbie Jean. spent Thursday
with Mrs. Cora Tidwell,
Udell Watson was called home
from Detroft where he has been
at work for two yews to be at the
bedside of his „mother, Mrs. Charlie
Watson, near Kirksey, who under-
went an operation last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jce Young and lit-
tle daughter, Jo Ann, spent Mon-
day with Mr. and Mrs. Comus
Alexlinder.
We were very sad to near of
the death of Mrs. Dolphus Jackson
of near Hardin.
'Mrs. Comus Alexander wants to
say hello to "Aunt, Sally" Burton.
Wonder if she still remembers her
when she lived on cne hill 'and
"Aunt Sall" on another at "Aunt
Mary' Crass' place.
Mr, and Mrs. Lawson Alexander
Vent Sunday week at Pine Bluff.
Mrs. Debris Manning and chil-
dren spent the week-end of Aug-
ust 27 with her mother, Mrs. Maud
West, and family of near Tii-City.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Swift and
eon, Luther, visited Sunday with
Ocus Tucker and family.
Mrs. Eron Hubbs and daughter.
Opal. spent Wednesday with Mrs.
Clyde Bell. • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Young spent
the week-end pf August 27 with
the former's mother. Mrs. Omie




Of the County Court of Calloway ts
County, Kentucky, said lot-being
76-feet WW1 ahd South fronting
on South Sixth Street. and East
and' West 190-feet.
Being the same property con-
veyed to H. B.' Arnold - by deed
dated December 4, 1922, and Ate-
corded in Deed Book 47, page
527. in the ClerkT-Offiee afore:
For the purchase price the pur-
'Choler must execute' 'bond with
apprdeeid siacurities, bearing legal'
interest !torn the day of side un-
til paid. and having :the force and
effect, of a judgment. Bidders 'will
be prepared to comply promptly
isseitL these terms-George S. hart,
Mailer eommissioner.
THE-WORLD'S GOOD NEWS
WIll come to ycitir home every day through
THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
un lailerreal tonal ildsly Neu cpper
?ri'so for too ire world's clean, eonstructive doings. It; Montt Of
(. Jr Ina erime or sensation; neltner sloei. them.
h roryeet:vely with them Features tor busy n and all the
Thc!ur'ing .the Weekly Magazine Section.
-Ine Christlan Scier.,, Pubilahlrg SoC(tv : • ..
One Norwaylgreet Boston, Massschusetts • .
Nesse enter my gubscription to The. ChrTstlan 11lente Monitbr for
• per od of
I year Site, It morrhi $4100 3 months $3.04 ' I month f 1 60










i l'HONE. 20 HAZEL!„.(ENTPCKY
Burley Grower Oversees Tobacco Harvest
The man on horseback above is
T. E. McKinney, owner of the
100-acre farm on the Hazel high-
way near Midway on which the
burley tobacco, held by W. D.
Tucker and Avery Madrey, was
grown. Other workers in the field,
though not shown in the picture,
were Codie Tucker, Dewey Tucker,
L. B. Tucker. and Milford Orr.
M,Kinaey, who dame Iron, Pen-
dleten county six years ago, does
not grow dark tobacco. He sells
his burley at Hopkinsville, and
does well with it. He has 3,000
stick, this year which, when cured,
he believes will weigh a polled
per stick. A medium price for the
burley he grows is 25c per pound.
He cures his tobacco in a prizing
house of Eph Miller, who lives
eloseby. The burley grower be-
lieves there's a future for such
tobacco in this area. and. he's
proved it to his own satisfaction
since he's been in Callov;ay. This
year, he grew 1,800 sticks of to-
bacco on one arid three tenths
acres.
Icouvry AGENT NOTES
Poultry Pointers for September
There are numerous jobs to be
done with the poultry flock in
September. Among the most im-
portant are (1) preparing -the lay-
ing house for the pullet:n-4-2-e cull-
ing and moving pullets' to this
house, 43) securing cockerels for
next year, and 44) selecting those
hens which -are g_od enough to
keep for another year.
To safeguard the health of the
puileta, the laying house should'be
cleaned thoroughly and new litter
and nesting material put in. Roost
poles and dropping boards can
-treated with used crankcase oil
diluted-e'en-lib-equal part of ker-
esene to rid these parts Oisneites.
•APPIY liberally,- working - the4 ma-
terials into cracks and crevices.
When the pullets are being put
* the house cull them closely;
remove the thin, crowheaded. nar-
row back pallets. thus saving an-
other handling later on, De not
put too many pullets in a given
area; anew at least 31/2 to 4 square
feet of floor space per bird. Crowd-
ing deesn't pay. Haedie the flock
carefully to tweed frightening the
pellets
Secure Breeders Soon
-The early buyer -gets ethe- good
cockerels; the one who puts off
buying has to take less desirable
cockerels, if you do not breed







Aware that there are only 108
more days 'til Christmas Joel Mc-
Crea has a gift hint to pass along
to anyone already'desperately seek-
ing something for Aunt Mamie or
Cousin Joe. •
An old Hollywood custom dee:-
tates that the, stir shall make a
gift to a few of the workers on
his movie set-usually a cigarette
lighter or some such trinket._
Seta Precedent
Joel McCrea set a precedent on
the 20th Century-Fox set recently
when he gave his make-up artist
a Jersey cow, Illelivered at the ar-
tist's home with a pink bow around
its neck, its hooves neatly pedi-
cured and a card of appreciation
attached.
The tall, handsome McCrea owns
a 1.000-acre ranch in San Fer-
nando Valley where he keeps sev-
eral hundred head of cattle.
Could Uuse It, Too!
The make-up man owns a neigh-
boring ranch and is also interested
in cows. So McCrea decided that
the most appropriate gift would.
be a fine yearling.
The presentation came after the,
completion of McCrea's co-starring
role with Loretta Young in "Three
Blind Mice." gay film coming soon
to the Capitol Theatre, A Darryl
F. Zanuck production, the film in-
cludes"David Niven. Stuart Erwin,
Marjorie Weaver, Pauline Moore,.
Bionic Barnes and Jane Damon
in the cast. -
Pete Abelhar's 17-acre field-sit--
fattened by Wayne county 4-H club alsike clover on his Daviess coon-
members were raised in the county. ty farm is ,the first harvested in
• _t_thr_county,_
-Sidney Calk, operator of a Wood-
ford county farm. threshed 60
bushels of red clover seed from
12 acres
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Byars was
a visitor Sunday, August 28. of Mr.
and Mrs. Arlis Rears
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ome To Church Sunday 0
You Have Something for the Church -:- The Church Has Something
METHODIST cfrit.:Rcn NOUN;
Sunday, Sept. 11, 1938
Beginning this morning the pas-
Irir Will preach 'a sa-Vies of ser-
mons on the Church as follows:-
"Choosing- a Church", "The Church
a Family". "The Church a Shrine,: .
and "The Unity of the Church".
At the service this morning a
class oft adults will be received into
thie_churche If you are interested
in joining the Methodist church
we invite you to come with us at
this time.
At the evening hour. Bro. Rusk-
a royal 'welcome to all the itsraV
people who are coming to olir
town. By all means and yuke
place of worship and service among
US.
J. Mack Jenkins, Pastor
FIRST CHRISTtAN CHURCH('
4. V. Havens, minister of thie
First Christian Church, who with
his family has seen enjoying a
month's vacation in Kansas City
jer. pasfor of the Seventh ,Day Ad- and'Mt. Sterling. Ky., will be back
ventist Church in Murray, will in his pulpit for both services, next
preach, for us. It was our pur-
pose to have Bro. Ruskjer last
Sunday -night but our evening ser-
vice was called in -that we might worship service, which will begin
honor Bro. Motley, a former pastor at 10.45 
-of the Christian Church, and Bro. • 
The Embattled Farmer", will tie
Ruskjer kindly consented to come "
to us at this time.
Now that the heated days ea 
the sermon subject at the Sunday
s night church service. The service
summer are gone let us gird
will begin at 7:30 with the beauti-up
our loins in the work of 




Sunday-schobl at 9:30, 'with
classes for all ages.
Our children and young people'
meet at 7 p. m. Your children
might be helped if you nd them
to these meetings.
The churches of Morray hold out. -
Other services of the church will
include: Sunday School, led by
-Supt. R. 'L. Wade, at 9:30 Sunday
ni rning; Christian Endeavor So-
ciety meetings at 6:30, Sunday ev-
ening: the Mid-Week Meeting at Wednesday night.
7:30 Wednesday night. Sam P. Martin, Pastor
MEMORIAL BAPTIST CHURCH
Our annuad revival meeting it;
in progress. with Bro. J. G. Coth-
ran in charge of the preaching ser-
vices. Brother Cothran will
preach both morning and evening
services through next Friday night,
when the meeting will close. Morn-
ing -services are at 10 o'clock: ev-
ening- services at- 7:45. except on
Sunday when the morning service
is at regularstime. Sunday school
will also be held at regular time.
Song leader let the revival is
D. P. DeHart. Butler. Ky., a singer
of power and personality.
Carroll Hubbard. Pastor
THE CHURCH IS BEST'
The best men are those who at-
tend church. In a commtmity
'where churchgoers are many, busi-
ness and social blessings are many.
The 'church teaches tolerance, or
it should- do so. and it outlines
principles on which civilization
ought to be based. Men of prin-
ciples, of course, are the principal
men. .
.In religic-n. man „approaches his
most sublime and noble statd. He
is big with the bigness of nobiilty









- CHURCH OF CHRIST
"FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Hazel Churches
- FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
CHURCH OF CHRIST
iThis Campaign s Made Possible by the Generous Support of the Firms and Individuals Whose Names Appear Below:
ARE YOUR INSURANCE POLICIES .CORRECTLY ISSUED?
FRAZEE & MELUGIN
INSURANCE AGENTS
Gatlin Building Telephone 331
FIRE : CASUALTY : BONDS







-How To Be Happy". will be the
sermon-''subject at the morning
DEES BANK OF HAZEL
THE BANK.OF SERVICE
MEMBER OF FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
HAZEL, KENTUCKY
Drink C.,4,1-1. COFFEE
' A HOME, PRODINiT
C. & H. COFFEE CO.
HAZEL. KENTUCKY
H. I. NEELY & SON
GOLD SEAL RUGS, MATS. YARD GOOlast,•eLOOR OIL, MAT-
TRESSES SPRINGS. BEDSTEADS, COTS, ctutentee
CREAM StITARATORS, KITCHEN
CABINETS. STOVES
Groceries. Baling an' Fencine Ncire
D-X LUBRICATING MOTOR FUEL
DIAMOND 760 LUBRICANTS
FIRESTONE TIKES
WASHING : rousiima_ ; GREASING
-JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
Phone 208 East Main Street
FOR EXPERT DRY CLEANING AND LAUNDRY
Telephone 44





Lord's Day: Bible Study at 9:45
a. me Worship at 10:50 a. m.. and
7:30 p in.-
Wednesday: Mid - week Bible
Study at 7 p. m.
The topic at the morning wor-
ship. "The Ordinances' As I De-
livered Them". Paul said "Keep
the ordinances as I delivered them
unto -you." Ordinances are silent
witnesses. They speak velumes.
Perhaps no human being will be
able to understand on this side of
eternity the full meaning of the
Lord's Supper.
Remember the meeting begieis
Sunday, September 18. We have
selected a great Christian and •
great preacher. Any person who
preaches the gospel is a grail
preacher. We trust that you may
be greatly benefited.
C. L. Francis, Pastor)
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Sunday .school will begin at
.9:30. The pastor will preach at
11:00 and 'again at 8:00 Sunday
evening. The Training Union'
group will begin at 6:40. Mid-week
prayer service will begin at. 7:30
HONESTY, QUALITY AND COURTESY
LADIES' and MEN'S READY-TO-WEAR
COMPLETE LINE OF SUMMER PIECE GOODS
VISIT OUR STORE AND SAVE
ieee W. S. FITTS & SON
EAST MAIN.STREET MURRAY. KY.
Use
Exclusive Flour aTid Vita Pure Meal
NEW CONCORD MILLING CO.
Murtay, KentockY
-
) MURRAY FOOD MARKET
QUALITY MEATS AND GROCERIES
WE. APPRSQIATE' YOUlt PATRONAGE
FREE MOVER Y
TFLEPHONE II - MURRAY KY
for hatching there is no need to
keep cockerels. Otherwise in-
vestigate the supply and get your
breeding males early. Vigor and
vitelity are essentials to con-
eider.
Breeder Selection
• Hens which lay well late in the
eimeon usually make good records
and are valuable enough to carry
over for another year of produc-
tiun. A final culling on the hens
this month will leave the "cream
of the crop" to use as breeders an-
other year. The main advantage
in losing these bens for breeders
is that they have proved their
ability to lay well and have vital-
ity sufficient to stand heavy pro-
duction fur at -least a year.
Feeding
Well ueshed pullets will produce
better than thin ones. Feed plenty
of grain with the mash. A god
source of protein such as meat
scrap or a combination of meat
scrap, milk and soybean ml is
necessary to maintain growth and
encourage production. Chickens
won't do well without it. Moist
mash is all right to Stimulate pro-
ductiOn on well matured birds.
Don't sae it on pullets which
haven't reached maturity with the
hope that it will start them into
production quickly. Oyster shell
or ground limestone is necessary
to make eggs with strong shells.
STONE SCHOOL NEWS
,Jdonor Roll, Ind Month
Second grade, Bobby Hargis.
Third grade, Sue Hendon.
Fifth grade, Robert Orr, June
Edmonds. Blanche Hendon, Willo-
deaa Thurman, end Mary Alice
Winchester. -




Vickers, and Leon Winchester.









The Compfe-re Food Market



















the churches in Murray are lie-
trout and worthy institutions. gfow-
ka I in •memberships. and each of
them most heartily invites every-
one- to attend its meetings, regard- The big news in Faxon. as in , an honored deacon at Friendship.
less of the individual's 'faith, every. Community of the county, is 'Mrs. Geurin has lived a life of
Look at the church page in this 1 the opening of school. The rain Ion& service and goodness which
Issue and go to Church Sunday. presumably cut our usually large has left a deep imprint on the
You'll find you'll be welcome attendance at the beginning exer- community.
cises to about half, there being Much sickness prevails in theand mare than that. . , .
only about a hundred visitors. But ' community. but, I _ant OKLA° -re.-
the enrollment' was larger the fit piirt that noneof it seems serious.
day than ever' before. b..,th in the ;Three the North Faxon tobacco
high school and in the elementary cutting rew called if! work Sat-
grades. Paincinal Ed Filbeek, of urday morning in order to. rake
Mutray High School, gave a splen- their wives to a doctor. They were
did inspirational and practical ad- ' Raymond Phelps. Marvin Holland.
dress. I have heard an unusual and Oscar Folwell. 'Earlier in the
number of commendations of his , week Mrs. Mark Parker ars° was
speech from both patrons and I indisposed, and so was Mrs. Clyde
teachers. p Phelps. Imogene Drennon has
There's a neighborly atmosphere Within four days last week had tonsilitis. but she was able to
about ail the people who attend three burials' occurred. in this im- enter school Monday.
the church. . mediate community, but two of An item I overlooked last week
Sam P. Martin is _pas.,tor of the them erere.,vider persons who had , was that Mr. and Mrs. Crawford 
FirstBaptist church of Murray. not lived in this neighborhood for , McClure had a group of Tennes-
The building, one of the most many years. Mrs. Lou Ragsdale see relatives at Sunday dinner.
modern 'structures of its kind in Walker was brought ,Wednday They Were the Clay McClure (am-
the entire area, sets jai south of from Tennessee and interred at ily of Henry and the Leonard Mc- after which both families went to
the. PoStoffice on the east side of Friendship. -Her father gave the Clure family of Paris. Ccldwater Church of Chirst.
South Fcurth street. You'll find grounds for the church and ceme- ! Mr. and Mrs. Cas Colson Sunday The C. 0. Brandon home has
friends there. tery Possibly seventy-five years gave their youngest daughter. Miss Mr. and Mrs. Dolphie Travis and
J. Mack Jenkins- is leader of ago. Mr. Lee folland was brought Ilene. a family dinner in honor of children from Detroit. Mrs. Travis
the Methodist congregation of
Murray. which holds its services
in the First Methodist church just
across from the Southwest corner
of Court Square. Strangers never
come unwelcomed there.
The First Christian church, lo-
cated on Nurth Fifth street just
a few yards north of the First
National Bank Building on the
same side of the street. has for
Its pastor -the Rev. lbvens. a
distinguished, scholarly gentleman. -
who has taken much interest in
civic affairs in Murray. Ws invita-
tion for you to attend his church
is a mast cordial one.
Minister of the Church cf Christ
. -
churchbuilding is located' on South
- Sixth street about 100 yards,. south
of the National hotel. You'll find
courteous, hospitable. f r eon dl y
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. On Thursday Mrs. Fannie Geurin, the Curt Colsoni family and theDo You Go to Church Often? You Will
Find a Royal Welcome Awaiting 'You qualities have, been reported many entertained, but a delicious dinner
times tn% these columns t' was laid was served.At Either of Niurray's Five Churches beside her husband at 'Friendship. On third Sunday when a large
es—  where all her beloved children group attended Kirksey and Cold-
-.... l have held membership for many water churches, a faithful group,I.
Faxon Facets - t yLears. She and her husband were 'taught by Professed- Jones, met atImembers at Elm Grove, I believe. Friendship for the regular wor-
but the eldestsson. T. C. Geurin, is ship. There were only twenty-six
present, since the Steve Duncan
family, .the T. C. Geurin family,
and possibly others were hindered
by sickness. The Duncan baby
is still indisposed and feverish, so New York City. Dr. Bordeaux is.that Mrs. Duncan was unable to Alf has been feasted so much the husband if the former Miss,littend__Iiist Sancit,y- _ ...._ — in the last. si.x...searks- that if she t bi_____ury eotertran -tif this city. abs.
does not mind shell get fat andA large arm attentive crowd took Bordeaux was formerly a member
Just now a revival meeting. is_ .
In progress at the Memorial Bap-
tist church, of which the Rev.
Carioll, Hubbard i...,Liastor. J. G
Cothran. pastor of First Bap-
tist church artrineeton. is con-
ducting. the ,services. which will
continue through next week. The
Memorial church is located on
Tenth and Main Streets, midway
between town and the college.
Hazel Route 1
Martha Nell Stark. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Dumas Starks. and
Harvey Ellis. son of Mr. and Mrs.
Duncan Ellis, were married Sat-
urday afternoon at Union City.
Tenn. The Rev. 0, C. -Wrather.
uncle of the bride. officiated. Tt••
will make_ their home . with
groom's ._ parents. near • plea-saf:
prove.
Little Misses Je and June Shra-
der. daughters of Mr and Mrs '
Hobson' Strader, spent S..- • •
afternoon with their gr.:7. • ; .
ents. Mr and Mrs. Lon Shrader.
Miss Wiva Caldwell has returned
home after a visit in Somerville.
Tenn. •
0. T. Weatherford transaeted
business in Murray Tuesday.'
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Thompson ;
of Fulton visited relatives near
Hazel over the. week-end. .
Charles Hugh It-sin was,, in- Pur-
year 'Friday night.
- -A daughter. Janite Carolyn, cv,
born August 24 to Mr. and. .M.
Brent Langston. The m:ther aria
baby are dome fine.
Mrs. Beulah Farris visited at .






Mr 'and Mrs. Noah Doran -.-
moved back to Whitlock. Ti.
--where he will resume his form,:
employment: ,
Hugh Irvin. Mrs. Charlie Irvin and
Mr. and Mrs J. B. Irvin. Charles
Verna - Nell lrysts- 'were in - Paris
Saturday shopiaing :
Mrs. Sid -Tarte; has, returned to
her kme in St.. Louis after visiting
relatives here,
The Rev, K. G. Dunn
regular appointment at
Grove Sunday
Mr., and Mrs. Dudley Williams
arid Mrs. Meson Williams' of •St
Louis are visitingi-41atives and
friends here_ 
Mr. and Mrs: -NY S. Jones were
recent -PadUcati visitors.
Mr. and Mrs.. Lop Shrader had
George Shrader I





part in the services it Friendship
Sunday morning and listened to
Bro. Pogue's good setrnon- from I
Cur. •1 on a contrast of the wis-
dom of men' and the wisd,m or
God. The fine spirit of the pro-
tracted meeting continues.
Mr. and s. L. H. , Pogue and
Lester and ss Ann Elizabeth
Thompson Were entertained with
after-church dinner in the Arthur
Hargis home. -
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Walston and
Jeanette, and Miss Nannle But.
keen were entertained in the Craw-
ler McClure home Sunday noon,
Miss Geneva Hargis has been
visiting in the L. H. 'POgue home
at Penny and attending the meet-
ing at Coldwater.
Mr. and Mrs. V. B. Folwell had
guests Sunday Mrs. William
Holland of Detroit and Mr. and By CHARLES MILLER
Mrs. Rutherford of near Hazel. I
I One of the noted visitors inA car 1.-ad from Faxon were
Murray this summer is _Dr. Jeanamong the forty guests entertained
Ntith a bounteful and delicious buf-
fet supper Sunday evening in the
lovely and hospital. home of the
Herman Darnells.
Bordeaux, associate dean and a
men,ber of the faculty Of the Dale
Carnegie Institute of Effective
Speaking and Human Relations o*
ugly, at least, more so. of the faculty of Murray. State
Those ft-urn !'axon whs. attended College. • -
services at - Ccldwater SundaY\ Dr. Bordeaux has become reCog-
afternoon and, night were Mr. and 4.4ed 'as an outstanding' authority
Mrs. Crawford McClure and chil- in the field of speech and human
dien. Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Phelps-I relatians.
and son. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Har-
gis and children, Oscar Folwell,
-and Alf. The crowds attending the
services at Coldwater first out-
He Was born in San Francisco in
1893. Attending such outstanding
schools as Dartmouth, Columbia,
and London ',University, he now
grew the house and then the large holds his A.B.. MA.. and Ph. D.
tent. degrees.
Recently I have found several
professed constant readers of the
"Facets," and several of the Chat-
terbox, which made me glad to
claim her as former pupil and a
fellow teacher.—Alf.
Large supplies of coke and char-
Saturday to he Holland family her twenty-first birth anniversary, attended church at Friendship 'coal bricks for tobacco curing are
burying ground near the Nome of It was an invitational affair and Sunday. They plan to return to being --used by Montgomery coun-
W. K. Holland besides the immediate family only Detroit next week-end. ty farmers.
9,
as their 'guests Sunday Mr. -and
Mrs. Gus Shrader and son Charles. .1
William. Mr. and Mrs. Belese-.1..oter
and children. Charles 'Bailey and 3
Juanita 'Sue of Paducah. Mr. "arel
Mrs. OnaS Thompson and Warrer
Thempsqn Sykes, of ,Puryear and
o Mrs. C Y. ,Langston of Paducah
-`' seft-liat;ch4"-Visited the Rev K.
G. Dunn Satan:lay aft's', peens
Mr. and Mrs. ;Make Erwin s-14?re
recent guests of .her parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Sort Wilson
Evans it-vin was in Hazel Satur-
day.
Clete Wilson spew .Fridav after.
nn in Paris . •
. Mr. •an Mr, P,, M. ShrarleP he
, m to h'ey 'visited Mr.
' and Mrs Lon 'Shra r Monda?
- COLE'S CAMP ROUND
CEMETERY 7 BE WORKED
bid
11 Ps.. ta Read ta• taerifieda
whose long illness and lovable Oscar Folwell fanitlg and Alf were
El) CO
class
sncerning the Carnegie School,
he declared each terrn, is sixteen
weeks in length. The classes meet
once each week for a sit. o'clock
dinner. During the course rif the
dinner, each student is req'. ed
to make a two minfite talk.
About forty students are in each'
a
When .the dinner is fin-
ished, they adj,urn for a fifteen





they go to class, -which lasts for
two hours.
The school uses some of the
finests books on speech that can
be found for its texts, he said.
The fees for each semester are
$M. Each student receives S12
worth of books, which are includ-
ed in this. Therefore, the actual
cost is $72 per semester. -
Students from other schools may
take the course and get credit for
it in the school they are attending.
All the colleges and universities
recognize and accept credits earned
at the cerovsir-Jnstitate‘___Lacia.
semester's work is equivalent to
two units. Often students from
Columbia University and other
large Schools enroll for credit.
Dr. Bordeaux revealed Dale Car-
negie was born on a /arm in Mis-
souri in 1888. He attended Mis-
souria State Teachers College and
Columbia University. He holds his
LL.D., and Doctor of Peda-
gogy degrees.
Carnegie has traveled almost to
the North and South pies and is
a niernber of the Fellow of the
Royal Geographical Society. He
began teaching Effective Speaking
in October, 1912, at the Hat-lens
YMCA in New York City.
. Carnegie is also a widely known
author. Some of his most popu-
lar works include, "Hew to Win
\Friends and Influence, People",
"Lkttle Known Facts About Werl
Kne' 
People", "The Unknown
Linc, and "Five Minute Bi-
ographles".
Carnegie writes daily for the
Courier-Journal.
His hobby, according to 11,ir-
deaux, is helping other people.
Dr. Bordeaux said his own hob-
included studies of people,
Pseudo-sciences. graphology. as-
trology, cry,dol gazing, and palm-
istry.
A (ow weeks ago. Dr. Bordeaux
spoke to a group of young people
at the Christian church. During
the course 'of his speech he -gave
six -dillies -Mar netp--prote-tirbe
popular. They are: First, be _a
good listener. Second, smile; Third.
always remember the other per-
son's name: Fourth. always talk in
terms of the other person's inter-
ests; Fifth, always put yourself in
the other person's place before
you judge him; and last, make
the other person feel important.
Card ..or Thanks
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to our neighbors and
friends who helped us in any way
during the illness and death of
cur dear husband and brother, P.
D. Wilson. We also wish to ex-
press our thanks to Dr. Hale, Mr.
Churchill, and Bro. Gregory and
to all those who contributed flowers
and expressed words of sympathy.




Along with Its Dam Building, the TVA
is Stressing Paiture Improvement, Dairying,
and Diversified Farming.
This, We Endorse!




Kentucky's Record in Milk Industry_
Ca'Sh Farm Income from Milk  $18,907,000
Total Cows on Farms in State  Ak.551,000
Value of Cows and Heifers • ,134,000
Quarts of Milk Produced  876,000:006
1937 Average Quarts per day 1,647
(Best in South Central States)
Creamery Butter Production  20,923,000 lbs.
CALLOWAY COUNTY RANKS AMONG THE BEST PLACES IN
THE WORLD FOR DAIRYING . GOOD CLIMATE,
GOOD SOIL. GOOD MARKETS -
Payroll Every Two
Week's
To More Than 1,000
,Pepple,
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MURRAY ATHLETES
LOOK LIKE CHAMPS
IN_ FIELD SESSIONS• -





After only five workouts. Mur-
ray's defending SIAA titleholders
were way ahead of Coach Stewart's
,original schedule today. The 33
Men, most of them in good shape
before practice started, were slight-
ly stiff Sunday due to a tough 60-
minute scrimmage with candidirCes
for Murray's freshman team on the
defensive.
Head mentor Roy Stewart de-
clared that the Murray aerial cir-
cus was performing much better
than he had hoped, and that the
steamroller attack that Thorough-
bred foes will have to stop if they
stop Murray is coming along nicely.
Even with all these facts, Coach
Stewart still has his tongue in his
cheek. Knowing that the Race-
horses will have to run against the
toughest combine 0( foes ever
tossed on a- track against the West
Kentuckians, the Murray' coach is
more than slightly worried as to
whether his boys will be able to
weather the blasts which will come
from nine long range guns, aim -
at Murray from five different states.
All Murray knows that the slightest
.s144). would.mean a victory for that
'hard-driving powerhouse from
'Wisconsin in the opening contest.
Using a double-wingback forma-
tion closely knit, the Yellow Jack-
ets were the only boys able to
score more first downs than the
Thoroughbreds. Coach Ted Wea-
reatt and his team, strengthened
by new additions. will be out to
avenge that three touchdown lick-
ing the Horses tacked on them last
November.
"Red- Floyd's Blue Raiders of
Middle Tennessee wiuld like noth-
ing better than to upset the Racers'
cart and hand them a setback, and
are capable of it. Any team can
make more first downs than the
Raiders. Murray scored 29 first,
downs to the Raiders 3 last year.'
The year before the score read 19
first downs for Murray and 5 for
Middle Tennessee. Yet Murray
won by only 21-14 last year. and
lost the year before 20-13. Floyd's
boys sit around and wait for the
breaks to come, and once given a
slight chance to score, break loose
for touchdown runs.
The Eagles of Morehead. defeat-
ed twice by Murray in the last
two years. scheduled the Blue-
bloods for Homecoming this sea-
son, for one purpose-to trample
them into Rowan County_soil to
show alumni that a Murray, jinx
does not exist. Ellis Johnson, who
has never coached a- Morehead
team to victory over its twin-sis-
ter, has built his entire schedule
around one purpose, to overthrow
Murray shackles, and beat Mur-
ray. With a flock of veterans
hanging around. Johnson's outfit is
plenty capable.
Birmingham-Southern's Panthers.
Dixie Conference champs of last
season, will be , in Murray for
Homecoming. The'Penthers played
Murray in 1934 and showed the
Racehorses quite a few things about
football, before the game was
over, and won 20-6.* According to
all reports. the Panthers are look-
ing forward to a banner year. and
have hopes of knocking off a few
"name" teams that appear ori
Soutnern's schedule annually. The
The Fact of The Business Is.
Someone has truth-
fully said: "An insti-
tution-is'butth Ici
ened shadow of a man."
In a very real sense,
the Lower Valley Darn
is but the lengthened
shadow of Warren S.
swan n.
As president of the
Murray Chamber o f
Commerce and chair-
man of the board of the
Lower Tennessee Val-
i e y dissociation, M r.
Swan E led the victor-
ious fight for the big
TVA Dam.
Death in January,
1937, deprived him of
the realization of his
fondest dream . . . see-
ing the start of actual
*WARREN S. SWANNconstruction of the dam.
Many times he. would say, when crossing the Ten-
nessee Valley on a trip to or from Washington or
Knoxville, "I wish I could live 20 years more'to see
t'h.e develoyme'zit that is boundi-tA Jake place here."
Illness and pressing business problems never pre-
vented Warren Swann from going tp the Nation's
capital again and again "to see about the dam."
"The fact of the business is," he would say, "I be-
lieve we should go to Washington to ask for an ap-
propriation." . . . Then, despite his physician's ad-
vice,•he would go.
His last official act in Murray was presiding over
a meeting elf .the LTVA. "No matter what happens,"
told-one of his friends, "don't quit fikhting for
tfte '
Well, Sir, it's here ... Your lengthened shadow ...
Thoroughbreds will have their
hands full in this engagement.
The hard-riding Cowboys of
Hardin-Simmons Uni*ersity in-
vade Kentucky. for a creek at the
Stewartmen. The Cowhands, un-
defeated since early -in 1936. are
looking forward to another unde-
feated campaign against some o
the toughest teams that could befl*
scheduled by them. The Texans
will bring 'their famous band with
them to Paducah for the iante.
Union University's Bulldogs,
with their "new deal In football"
getting underway, will be out to
get even with the Thoroughbreds
for the 20-0 lacing they were
handed in Dyersburg last season,
by the Rampaging Racers. With a
fleet of ambitious sophomores,
sprinkled with a generous supply
of veterans. Union will have an
excellent aggregation' to send
against its former student and
coach, Roy Stewart.
Southwestern of Memphis, "the
little school with the big name-,
is the _next Murray foe, and with
Ceylon Smith, one of the South's
best running backs, in harness
again. Murray has plenty to worry
about from Ed Kubalels boys.
Howard College will supply the
second set of Bulldogs the Blue-
bloods have to face in three week-
ends, when Billy Bencroft's outfit
prances into the Purchase for an
Armistice Day engagement with
the Stewartmen. Howard, runner-
up in the Dixie Conference last
season, has another "killer" sched-
ule, playing some of the cream of
Southeastern Conference teams.
They played the Thoroughbreds
once before, the same year they
tied Alabama, 0-0, and emerged
victorious 14-0.
- Western's Hilltoppers appear as
the dessert on Murray's menu this
season, and a Thoroughbred vic-
tory would certainly be as Sweet
as the sweetest delicacy ever pre-
I.
T. V. A. WORKERS
Here's News and A
Welcome For Yon--
Murray Auto Parts under the
Management of C. T. Rushing




New Stock For Fall Arrived—
' Look It Over
Murray -Auto Parts Store
C. T. Rushing





This is the beginning of the.
second week Gt.-school. An un-
usually fine spirit is being mani-
fested throughout the school both
in the enthusiasm for athletjes and
for class work. We have several
netv freshmen from other schools.
The seniors have ordered their
rings.
We had"-.a visitor with us last
week. Miss borothy Henry of De-
troit. Mich, 1.04 Edna Mae Giles
also was a caller.--,
First and Second,Gradel
We have 16 in the "first grade
and 20 in the second grade.
Both grades are worki1s on
waste baskets. The boys are as-
uring and cutting the cardboa
and the girls are making the de-
signs for the outside.
Our visitors this week were Fan-
nie Mae Donelson, Luna Elkins,
Ruth Tucker, and Annie Helen
Vagsdale.
Third and Fourth Grade
We are very proud of our en-
rollment this year. We have 15 in
the third grade and 23 in the
fourth grade. Everyone is work-
ing hard.
The third grade boys and girls
are making flower baskets for our
room this week. We are going
to make flowers to put in-them
later.
We ,are proud to have Ardath
Ahart as a new student in the
fourth grade.
Fifth and Sixth Grades
We have started another school
year in hopes that it will be a
successful one. There are thirty-
four students in our room and
all have agreed to try to make this
the best school year we have ever
had. There were only tlwo stu-
dents absent last week.
Athletics
The girls have organized a ball
team and have started their prac-
tice. The boys' softball team is
-working hard to try to' have a
better team than we have ever
had. The boys expect to meet
Kirksey on the Kirksey diamond
Friday. „
We had an unusually interesting
game Friday with the independents
. We won by a score of 7-4. •
Future Farmers Reorganized
By Rudy Barnett.
The boys taking vocational agri-
culture at Faxon High School met
September 1 and reorganized their
Future Farmer chapter.
The following officers were elect-
pared for a meal. Murray is hun-
gry for its dessert, denied since
1934. A heavy snow. together
with a stubborn HilltoPper line
prevented the Thoroughbreds trom
getting to it last season.
The Murray schedule is:
Sept. 16, .*iseentin State at Su-
perior• (n)
Sept. 30, Middle Tennessee .at Mur-
freesboro ni -
Oct. 8. Morehead at Morehead
Oct. 15. Birmingham-Southern at
Murray i Homecoming)
Oct. 22. Hardin-Simmons at Padu-
cah in)
Oct 29. 'Union University at Jack-
son in)
Nov'. .4, Southwestern at Murray,
NOv. 11, Howard at Murray. .







Murray State College Fine Arts
Department will offer a new course
in ancient art. Tapestry weaving.
or "picture weaving", will be
taught at the college beginning
with the opening of the fall term,
September 19. This art is a perfect
medium of expression for the stu.
dent, as it offers unlimited oppor-
tunity to work with design, mass,
and color.
The technique of tapestry weav-
ing will be presented in detail.,_In
order that the student may be
properly prepared for the difficult
technicalities of the advanced
French technique the course is di-
vided into four parts. The first
three quarters of the course pre-
sent the Greek Sumak, the Swed-
ish, and a modified Khilim tech-
nique of weaving, as preparatory
technical steps in acquiring skill
and knowledge of the craft. In
each of these techniques, basic
weaving problems are met and
mastered so that the student Is
progressively advanced in skill and
technical knowledge. While each
technique contributes material es-
sential to the finished tapestry
weaver, each is complete in itself
and articles of utility and beauty
may be woven in any one of the
techniques.
Tapestry education begins with
a primitive- method, so that even
the least dexterous may karst to
handle the materials with rhyth-
rolg-,Skill. The first technique.
the Greek Sumak, represents one
of the earliest used by primitive
peoples. Its execution requires no
tools or supplies other than the
yarn with which the weaving is
done. This technique produces
a very decorative effect in a dur-
able textile. The technical execu-
tion is simple, based on counting
knots and twisting different colored
yarns, as the design directs.
ed: James Chaney, president: John
Reed Falwell, vice-president: W.
T. McClure, • secretary: Oran
Thompson, treashrer: Rudy liar-
nett, reporter. and Wayne Clark.
Watchdog.
The chapter selected the fol-
lowing program of activities: 1.
Enter judging tea* in State Fair;
2. Buy and feed out some pigs;
3. Maintain and beautify the school
campus: 4 Make a tour of students'
farm practice . programs; 5. Enter
various FFA contests in district
add state; 6. Buy seed cooperative-
ly; 7. To plan and' to build a school
'Work shop.
"OnlY actions give life strength:
only moderation gives it charm."
-Richter.
TVA Engineer's Concept of Gilbertsville Dam
obert H. James
Dies qt Age of 83
Dropsy Harasses III Man For
21, Months Before
Death Comes
Robert Henry "Uncle Henry"
James was dead Monday morning
at 83,years of age after a two and
a half months' illness of dropsy.
Death came to the veteran Cello-
wayan at the home of his son,
Aubrey James, in Kirksey.
Only close survivals are----twoi
sons, Talmadge James. of Hunting-
don,. Tenn., and Aubrey James;
Kirksey'., Bobbie and Evelyn Skin-
rer. (and Cordis, Aliese, Lorraine,
Lind Joe Pat James were grand-
( hildren.
Mr. James was a member of the
'West Fork Baptist church. Funer:
services . Were held Tuesday
afternoon at 1 o'clock at the Kirk-
sey Methodist church. Burial fol7
lowed immediately thereafter in
the Asbury cemetery.
"But the fruit of the Spirit is
love, joy. peace. longsuffering, -gen-
tleness. goodness, faith, meekness
temperance:,_against such there is
no law -Gal 5
A merchant in Barren county
sold 351) coke stoves for firing to-
bacco.
- I 'thy Cemetery TS—Incorp-orated
into Legislative Part of Town
Government
The city of Murray announced
today the annexation of additional
territory which henceforth will be
incorporated under city law,
tection, and control.
The property' annexed lies-adja-
cent tc the heretofore boundary
line and is described by ordinance
as "beginning in the north boun-
dary line of the City of Murray
. . at a point 5431/2 feet west of
the west side of Seventh Street
(sometimes called Cemetery
street); thence north 1778 feet to
an iron stake; thence east 573Ls
feet to the east side of Cemetery
Street . . .: thence south 15 feet;
thence east 271 feet tc the north-
east corner of a tract heretofore
conveyed to the city by 0. T.
.Farley: thence south 210 feet to
the southeast corner of said tract;
thence 271 feet to the east side of
Cemetery street: thence south 135
feet to the Ncrthwest corner of a
tract theretofore conveyed to city
by L. L. Farley: thence west 325
- feef; thence south 558 feet; thence
eatet 94 feet; thence south 208),(2, 4.-- 
- 
feet; thence vest 419 feet to the
east side of cemetery street. same
vale Dam as it will appear when Murrays pictured the Gilberts- RA  Legion to being the northwest corner of the
Mary Conner Mason properly;completed, according to the TVA
office at 'Knoxville. Above the Promote Survey thence south about 620 feet to the
present north boundary of nie
city; thence west along said north-To Discover Names and Graves boundary about 573c2 feet to theof Those Lost in War or
Who Died Afterward 
beginning."
In other words, the ordinance4 
decrees that the Murray cemetery.Murray Post No. 73 of the Amer- become a part of the city of Mur-ican Legion will sponsor a sur-
vey of all ex-iervice men in Cal-
loway county. it was announced
today by N. P. Hutsan. command-
er of the local post. Fleetwood
Crouch, Lynn Grove miller, is
cahirman of the committee which
will make the survey.
The Legion will attempt 'to dis-
cover the names and addresses
of all World War veterans now
,living in Calloway county; the
names and addresses of the fathers
or mothers who lost sons during
the war; the place of burial Of
any soldier or eg-service man Who .
led urine or since the war; and
name and address of any





dam is seen the reservoir and be-
low it -inorth) is the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad.
The -power house is on the right
r west), while the locks v.-in be
located on the left.
.Estimated to cost at least $112.-
000.000, the dam will impound
water for 184 miles to Pickwick. It





More than 125.000 pounds of
phosphate, or a total of more than
25 carloads, were orederd for Cal-
loway farmers by County Agent J.
Tr-ebebren and--Isis-offlee force
Saturday. Saturday afternoon
alone, more than 90.000 'pounds
were ordered.
To date, more than 25 carloads of
the Phosphate have been ordered
for farmers under the new Farm
Program.
"The choicest pleasures of life
lie within the ring of moderation."
-Tupper.
Quick work by Christian county
farmers checked tobacco losses
from black-fire
Oney Gifford had a yield of 167
bushels of wheat from a 5-acre
tract cn his Robertson county
farm.
"I win- not be a slave to myself,
for it is a perpetual, a shameful,
and the most heavy of all servi-
tudes: and this end I may gain by
moderate desires."-Seneca..
CHERRY SCHOOL NEWS
We are progressing nicely with
our school work.
Those making the honor roil' for
the 'second month of school were
neither absent nor tardy and made
all A's and B's. They are as .
First grade, Thomas Douglas
Forrest. Edward Graves Russell.
' Second grade, Billie Vance, Joe
Watkins.
Fourth grade, Mary Euelr Mc-
Clure. Sadie.1 411 McClure.
Fifth grade, Alton Ridings.
Seventh grade, Joe Hares, Jr.
We have a number of students
who would have made the honor
roll if they had not been absent
because of illness.
We are very sorry that Glenn
Watkins and C. W. McClure are
sick. We hope they will soon be
well again.
We are -planning to have a pie
supper Saturday night. September
17. Proceeds to be used far-betle-
fit of the school. Everyone Is
invited.
f 5 5 , !'l ‘,5 ' '01 1LEMILIKNIUMMUIRMAILELIME
TAILORED by Kahn or made byHYDE-PARK . . . They're rightfor Fall...
VALUES unexcelled in FLOR-SHEIM and FREEMAN Shoes
A
LWAYS Ahead! MANHATTAN
Shirts. New Collar Styling in
Fall Patterns. -
1,5 ,,t1..?„!5 11.5 !Al 0 31 I 05 • AI 15 r r 5.', 15
DEFINITELY the Best in town .Interwoven Sox, new supply.
ALL are agreed that HYD`E-PARKCoats and Overcoats are Men'sfavorites.















HATS by Mallory. .
Just arrived!
Corn-Austin -CO.
"Where Men Trade" 
rra 






























Ronald Char-chill is Leader elf
Gentlemen Who Pat "Service
Above Self'
WIth Ronald Churchill as its
president the Murray Rotary Club
this year reached gone of its most
illustrious stages and also reached
its fourteenth birthday.
As -his able assistants. President
ChurChill has A_ V Havens as
vice-president and 011w Boren as
ses..rgetreetiessurer. The rd u1dif.c  
$ is composed a Karl Fra-
Beeele" post- officio chairman; Dr.
A. DI.InitterwortiTtaverne Wallis.
and Sohn S. Neal.
Ilre(pry meets every Thursday at
noun sat the National hotel and in-
verts/0y sponsors a good program
and a good dinner. Its entertain-
ers range from College presidents
and V. S. Senators and Congress-
man • to slap-stick impersor.aters
and tlassic dancing.
One of the most recent spon-
sorstilps of the Murray RolarY was
the mechanical arts deprrnent of
the Marray high school. cif which
man)! pupils have aeteled them-
selves and by so doing have be-




Wade Work ie Conjunction With
Celan, Health Department its
• Controlling Malaria
Th. Tennessee Valley Authority
may ,install a. medical division in
Murray after it has conducted a
surv+ to determine!- malarialcon-
(Jannis in the area. It was learned
here 'today.
--Watson. -from-the Ma-
laria ;Control Division of the TVA.
cameup front Wilson dam Tuesday.
and ;With Dr. V. A. Staley, state
health department official confer-
red with Dr. J. A. Outland, coun-
ty physician. concerning the mat-
ter. .
Thi malaria survey will begin in
Calloway county after September
i5. It was understood the 'TVA
might furnish both a doctor and
a nurse to work in conjunentie
with the local health department
in ,
"The cares of. today  are seidodi
those of tomorrow: and when we
lie dcrwn at night.. we may safely
say ar most, of our troubles. 'Ye
have acme-your worst, and we shall
ii
Kirksey Kinklets
The young people sure enjoyed
the little show that was in Kirk-
sty Friday and Saturday night
so they report.
The Reverend Mr. Evans filled
his' regular appointment at the
Methodist Churels. on first Sun-
day.
Coy Chester was through here
last week +ling on the farmers
and fixing up their Farm Soil pro-
gram so the county agent csuld
make out his report soon.
"Vitae Bob" James is very poor-
ly at this writing Uncle Bob is 81
mem ese
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Howell R. Taylor
Issues Damps for 4th
Round of Meetings
Howell R. Taylor presiding elder
a the Paris District of the M. E.
Conference, announces the follow-
ing dates for the f.urth round
of the 1937128 period:
Hardin Circuit. at Olive, Satur-
day. September, 3.
.Almo Circuits at Brook's ,Chapel.
Saturday. September 10.
Paris Circuit. at Bethseda. Sun-
day. September 11.




Gleason Station. Sunday night.
September 18
Puryear-Buchanan. at Conyers-
elite. Saturday. September 24.
Paris First Church. Sunday morn-
ing. September 25.
McKenzie Circuit, at Blooming
Grove. Saturday, October 1.
McKenzie Station, Sunday morn-
ing. October 2.
Murray Station. Sunday night,
October 2.
Kirksey Circuit. at Mt. Carmel.
Saturday. October 8.
Cottage- Grove Circuit, at Boyds-
ville. 'Sunday. October 9.
• Murray Circuit. 'at Lynn Grove.
Satiirday. 'October 15.
Paris Second Circuit. at Leb-
anon. Sunday. October 16.
Hazel Circuit. at S. Pleasant
Grove. Saturday. October 22.
Manleyyille Circlet at Pleasant
Hill. Sunday. October 23.
Mansfield Circuit. at Little Rock,
Wednesday. October 24., -
Big Sandy Circuit. at New Hcpe.
Thursday. October 27.
Faxon Circuit, at Faxon. Satur-
day. October 29.
Atwood Circuit.. at Pleasant Hill.
Sunday. October 30.
Gleason Circuit. at New Valley.
Sunday. November &
or more.
Udell Watson and wife of De-
troit have teen visiting home'sfolks
the past few days.
Mrs °phis. Watson. enfeetif Mr.
Chart ie•Watson.•underwent an ope-
ration last Monday at the hospital
at Mayfield for weer of the
breast. She was doing fine the
last report from her bedside.
Jack Flora of Indianapolis. Ind.,
Is visiting Mrs. Mary Alexander
for a few days. lie will return
to his home soon.
The young peoples' society at the
Holiness Church is growing in in-
terest -and attendance. You are
invited tcrocome and enjoy their
Prelerams.
Mac Boyd and Chester Stone
went to Murray last week on busi-
ness.
Raymond McCall-on purchased a
nice piano ahd is having a nice
time learnsng to play it.
We • can't tell when the Mt.
Carmel meeting comes off be-
cause the roads and bridges are in
bad shape at present on account of
the new highway being built.
Mrs. Hontas Boyd went home
with her sister, Mrs. Eunice Lu-
ther of near Winge. to stay about
two or three weeks.
Mr and 'Mrs Bryan Staples visit-
ed Mrs. OehieW atson in the
Mayfield hospital last Thursday ev-
ening.. She was getting along fine
at that" time.
•Mr. and Mrs. Bottle Watson of
near lilackusburg. started Saturday An arbor meeting will begin Fri-
morning to visit their daughter day night at the Taylor's Stork
who lives in Nebraska. They will community with the Ree. C. W.
be gone several
wash- Boyd _cd._Penny is improv- Lawren6e: 
pastor of 'the Sinkin
.. 
g:
mg slowly since his relapse some' 
Spring Baptist -church in charge of
two weeks ago. 
- . 
-
services, it was announced this
Madam Rumor has it that 
marning by residents of the Sink-
Supt ing Spring community.
Arbor Meeting to
Begin Friday Eve
T. C. Arnett is going to annex
Thorturson school to the Kirksey
district. We hope this may not be
done. _
We. certainly are glad that our
new road is to--be completed at
an early . date. The bridge and
sewers are being put in and grad-
r. s • begun
_ Luther wife and baby of_se
-Lazy Ned
The meeting, %pith will last for
10 days or more. will have the
Key Brothers as song directors.
last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham Cain and
baby of Detroit, were in this sec,
tion last week to visit friends and'
relatives near Kirksey They will





And To Murray's Leading
Floor-The
Grower's Loose Leaf Floor
, "LOOSE LEAF, PIONEERS:IN MURRAY"
East of RailroadVA Qpp-o-site Depot
Jack Farmer, Manager
•
Watch for Opening Date
First of the Year
More tobarco- wasi sold in Murray. than liny other point in tit('
.Dark. Fired DiStrict last year, (and the HIGHEST PRICES
and AVERAGES were received on OUR flour. .
•






Is Leader In Fight
For Dam Project
- )7
DR. a. IL RICHMOND
Following the death of W S.
Swann in 1937. Dr 3 It Richmond,
president of Murray State Col-
lege was unanimously chosen to
serve as chairman of the Lower
Tennessee Valley Association-a
position he has since heftl with
honor to himself and with tremen-
dous benefit to the entire area.
Dr Richmond, a personal friend
of President Roosevelt. whose cam-
paign tit Kentucky he managed
six years ago, has lent his active
support and leadership to the
movement foi the conetruction of
the TVA dam in the lower valley.
He has made several trips to Wash-
ington and Knoxville in the in-
terest of the dam and has had a
definite influence upon legislation
in its behalf.
Possessing a wide knowledge of
the economic and socialiogical con-
ditions of the area. Dr. Richmond
has been in a position to speak
with authority upon the needs of
the communities in which he has
lived and labored On every oc-
,cadon he has shown a broad un-
scierstanding of the TVA ideals and
objecttves and las linked the
lacilities of Murray State College
with the TVA and the lower val-
ley.
Hazel Route 1
Mr. and' Mrs. J T. ,Hill and sou.
and Mr. -and Mrs. k...Bogers called
on Mr. and My.s .Hafford McReyn-
olds Sunday mottling
Mr. and Mrs. Aubry Jones and
Mrs. Jess Paschall attended ehurch
at Pleasent Grdee Sunday morn-
rig
Gaither Stallins warir 'the- twine.
of -MA efeellin" Jones last Week
.Mrs. Jones who has been very ill
is somewhat improved.
Rozell Story spent last week a'
'b. guest of Miss ,Lockie Rogers
Id attended services at., Mt. Pleas-
-.' church.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Paschall
• re Sunday dinner guests of Mr
_sd Mrs. Joe Luter.
Mr. and Mrs Jesse Henley ane
el. Melvin of the Gibbs Stors
• • eon. were diner guests' Friday
,f Mr. and Mrs. Noble Rogers and
afterward attended church at Mt
Pleasant.
Miss Corez Baker is -spending
this week as the guest of Miss
Annie Blanch Baker.
Rozell Story and Lockie Roger.
were' in Murray Thursday.
Mr and Mrs. J. T. Hill and
Gerald. left Monday afternoon
their home in Detroit. Mich.
Saint Is Henley spent las,
sek in Mayfield. '
Mr and Mrs. Will Baker spere
.•urday night with Mr. an'd Mr-
, sit hen Windsor and attends.,
,•' services at 'Mt. Pleasant.
Mr andsMrs. Audrey Reeves are
.eill Bert were Sunday dinne -
sets of Mr. and Mrs. Nob',
Mr. and Mrs. Bethel Paschal'
re Sunday afternoon' guests of
e- and Mrs. Aubrey Jones an'
Jess Paechall.
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Rogers wee
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. an'-'
ers. Buron Bake?.




First grade. L. B. 'Bolen an,
Anne E. Crouse-. •
Secsnd garde. A. G. Dortelson.
Third grade. Betty- J. Cunnine
earn. Betty J Drinkard. Patsy e
swift, and Eva M. Wilson.
Fifth grade, Charles L. Nanny.
Seventh grade, rya. N. Arm





f Calloway Ciresn Court.
, flermen Ross. Administrat r of




Mackie Booker Barnett. Win'"
et I. L. Barnett, Alton' Bernet,
eettie Bas-nett. and Bank of
slurray of hfiffray. Kentucky
Defend.an'
By virtue of n_ judgment at,'
, densiirf- sate of the Calloway Cii
coetter.enderd at thiseseseeLL
'cm thereof. Met in the -Shoe
apse for the purpose of settlemee •
• 1'1'. r i 'te e s.
•
.pended. I shall proceed to oder for
hide at the court house dram et
lellurrey, Kentucky, to the high-est bidder at a public aubtion. on
Monday, the 26th day of Septem-
ber,' 1938. at 1 o'cloek or there-
:about 'same being county court
daye upon a credit of six months,
the following described property.
being and lying is Calloway Coun-
ty. Kentucky. tuwit:
Tract I, The Soleil half Of lot
No 130 as shown by the plat of the
town of Murray_ Kentucky, save
and except the followfng described
portion of said land which has
heretofore been deeded to H. G.
Dunn isee Deed Book 60 at page
41i.
A -tiger f.of
Ne. 130 as shown on the plat of
record in deed- book H. page 49e
.and described by beginning at the
intersection of the Bast edge of
the side walk on the West side cf
South 6th Street, with the North
edge of a 20' ft. alley, thence West
one hundred thirty-five 035) feet.
thence North forty-atx (441) feet
four and half 14141 inches. thence
East one hundred thirty-five (135)
feet to the East edge of the side
walk, thence. South with the East
edge of the side walk forty-dx
(48, feet, four and half inches
iele i inches to the beginning cor-
ner For I. L. Barnett's source
of title see Deed Book 20 at page
367 in office of Clerk of County
Court.
Tract 8. Lot No. 16 containing
two and eighty-five hundreths
1 3.8.5 acres: Lot No. 17 contain-
ing one and eighty-three hundreths,
ml 83) acres and lot No. 32 con-
taining three and eighty-eight hun-
dreths (3.881 acres all in the W.
L. Weitnell addition to the city
of Murray. Kentucky Plat to same
recorded in 1)eek Book 4? page 370.
in the Calloway County Clerk's of-
fice. For source of title see Com-
missioner's Deed Book 5. at page
324
Tract 3. Twenty-five 125s acres
sf land, more or less, being part of
the Southeast quarter of Section
26, Township 2. Range 4. East arid
a part of the „Southwest quarter
of same Township. Section and
Range and bounded as follows:
Beginning at the Southeast cor-
ner of Section za. Township 2,
Range- 4. Bad. -Thence with the
Section line to the center of the
East Fork of Clark's river. Thence
down said river to where said
Prescriptions accurately
and carefully compounded
of Pure Fresh Drugs.
-
river crosses the Murray and New
Concord road Thence with the;
center of said road he the clIrec-li
Aloe of New -Concord es a Oda
where said road crosses a large
slough. Thence up said slough in
the center of same to where it
crosses the Section line on the
South side of said Section U.
Thence West to the beginning. con-
taining twenty-five i2.51 acres,
More or less, except, First: So
much of said land as.ie described
in a deed made by C. M. Sitio( t to
G. W. Overbey. Second: So much
of deedsa imd adlaendbyasuris vide. scstur ben
'deed
tlo the County of Calloway, Ken-
tycky, for reedwity,seierposeit. -
Said lend was conveyed to 1.11. W.
Stuliblefleld by A. G. Cunningham
by deed dated the 25th day of Jan-
uary. A. I). 1900. and recorded in
look 11, Page 211, of the deed
recorded df Calloway County, Ken-
tucky. and said land was conveyed
.01 said" A G. Cunningham by Dr.
J. T. Wall by deed dated the -
day of  A. D. . and re-
corded in Bilk --, Page -  of
the deed records of Callqway
County. Kentucky.
I. L. Barnett obtained title to
the above described tract on the
16th die of Feb.. 1911. by deed
from W. W. Stubblefield and his
wife. V. U. Stubblefield. Said deed
was on record in the office f the
clerk of the Calloway County
Court in Deed Book 64 at page 312.
Tract 4. Beginning one hundred
4-100s-feet-East rie-the- seeder of
C. dr St. L. Railroad right-of-way
and North side of New Concord
and Murray R ad where said road
crosses the Railroad. thence East
with said road thirtY-eix (31) feet,
thence N. sixty itler thence West
thirty-six (36) ft. to Railroad Right
of-way, thence south with. said
Railroad right-of-way sixty 160,
feet to the beginning. •
I. L Barnett obtained title to
said property by Deed dated 26th
day of March, 1931', from E. S.
Diuguid and his wife L. C. Diu-
gutd. Said deed is on record in
Use office ct the Clerk of the Cal-
leway County Court in Desk Book
de. Pada 338;
For the purchase price the pm.
chaser must execute bond with
Approved securities, bearing legal
interest front the day of sale un-
isspeesssaud force met
effect of a judement. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms --George S. Hart,
Master Commissioner.
COAL FACTS
We sell Coal that kindles easy . . no trouble with
clinkers, . . weighs LESS to the square foot. . . produces
heat in less time . . . costs MORE than ANY OTHER
staple coal shipped to this county. Yet, to give you the .
best coal possible, we sell you this high grade coal for the
SAME aS you would pay for other coals.
Buy one order of this coal and you will recognize that
we are giving you the facts about coal.
We have been in the coal business eight years and this
is the first time we have asked you to buy this coal. We
wanted to KNOW that we were offering you something
BETTER for the SAME money.
If we could not .. Why Advertise?
- 
We will appreciate your order and thank you for it.
Very truly yours,
Frank P001 Coal Co.
Lynn Grove Milling
Company
Pledges Its Cooperation With
the Farmers, Merchants and
Business Men in This Area . . .




Lynn Grove Milling Co.
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Murray Route V.
Another week has passed and
we are getting pretty busy in
school.
Hay baling and tobacco firing
seem to be the order of the ,day.
Will ,Morris is quite ill ot flu
and bronchitis.
Bill Taylor of Paducah spent
Sunday and Sunday night with
his sisters. Mrs. G. E. Linville and
Mrs. A. W. Simmons. going back
to Paducah Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Wilson and
son visited Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
Wilson and son Saturday night.
f sale un- go Mr. and Mrs. Porter Linn of
a/4_ AllirkAr rlurray, hataired -their _son,
will with a birthday dinner Sunday.
Billy Fair and Billy Linn spent
the week-end with the latter's
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
Linn.
Miss Alta Davis has returned to
her home from a visit to Missis-
sipppL..






Don't put up with useless
PAIN
Get rid of it
When functional pains of men-
struation are severe, take CARDIN.
It doesn't benefit you, consult a
physician. Don't neglect such pains.
They depress the tone of the nerves,
cause sleeplessnes.s. loss of appetite,
wear out your resistance.
net a bottle of Cardut and is. whether
It ar131 help you, as thousands of woman
have said ft helped them
Bpsides easing certain pains. Cargo! aids
In building up the whole 'Wein by hotness(
women to get more strength from tJe toed
Me? eat.
and baby, Patsy Jo, or Humboldt.
Tenn.. and Mrs. Joe Buchanan of
Union City, Tenn., were visitors
from Friday till Monday of Mr.
and Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker and
baby, Clare Louise, Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Simmons and sibyl, Mr. and
Mrs. Garvin Linville, and Mr. and
Mrs. G. t. Linville and Pot.
Mrs. Gracie Morr:s visited Mrs.
Donohue and children Wednesday
afternoon.
Mrs. Eva Farris and Dot visited
Mrs. Lon White and faintly Sat-
urday.
Glad to hear Mrs. Lyda Sue
Collins is improving..
Mrs. Garviq Linville is visiting
.her... parents Mr_ arui 'L. 
Jackson this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Grubbs were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Freeland and ion,
Elwin. and went to see Mr.
Grubbs' sister, Mrs. Zol Swor, and
.family Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and ,Mrs. Luther Freeland
and son visited Mrs. Paschall of
Whitlock. Tenn., Sunday after-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clovis Grubbs
visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy MrSwain
and Mrs. • Nellie Oliver Sunday
afternoozi.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Linville and
family visited Mr. and Mrs. Joe
McCuiston and family and Uncle
Dave Bucy Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Crews of Graves
county visited Mr. and Mrs. J. N.
Johnssn and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Stom from Saturday till Monday.
Thanks to the ones who Called





No twine to buy, no shocking, no threshing bills, no esti' newt. 0_811,
a few cents an acre for tractor fuel. Coots are only a fraction of bendle.
thresher costs, and far les* than for conventional combining.
• "MORE INDEPENDENCE"
No depending on • custom rig or extra help. No long siege of trading
'work. You cut and thresh your own crop—at its peak in quality.
l• "LICKS TOUGH CROPS" 
•
flfeadirr can be set to "shave the ground"—saves down or short crops..
sites binders and combines fail. New type rubber-faced bar cylinder
threshes "anything from birdseed to beans. 'Only satisfactory method
,of ha ting hairy vetch, 
lesPed•za, crimson clover, etc., OWMPIr• why.
,• "CLEANER GRAIN"
, "Cleo nest grain delivered to the elevator this season," is • typical cern.
'orient with the All-Crop Harvester on the job. Full-width 5-4iset
I cylinder has more than twice the average 
shelling area. . . and the
!overai ait 32-inch by 10-foot separating rear assured big
-capacity.
1r10 "SOLVES SHATTERING PROBLEM"
Comm.nts like this are typical: "The only way we could save our
Alsllse elover without shattering." "I saved enough more grain with
..., All-Crop to pay for the cost of harvesting."
• "BETTER CROP ROTATION"
can grow soil-building and eroeion-prevention crop•—•nd 
turn
the eeed into cash. Harvests all small. 
grains, beams and seeds—more
then lildifferent crops.
•..f'TAKES THE SWEAT OUT OF' HARVEST"
Cutting and threshing become an easy, once-over 
operation. No check-
ingot threshing. No long hours of cooking by the 
women folks. Move
/4“de fon ..creation•cr chores.
AO THE ALL-CROP HARVESTEROS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY! IT'S
e7 ism










Mrs. Nalt Adams remains unim-
proved at this writiag.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Wells and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wells visited
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Winchester,
Sunday.
Miss Jewell Hill spent the week-
end with Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Brooks.
Sunday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Nalt Adams were Mr. and
Mrs. Otho Winchester.
Mr And Mrs. Elmus Williams
spent Sunday with Mrs. Wililams'
brother. Emp Parrish, and Mrs.
Parrish.
Mrs. Biddie Adams visited her
daughter, Mrs. Milburn Holland
Saturday night and Sunday.
Those attending a quarterly
meeting at Olive Saturday from
around here were Mr. and Mrs.
Malyon Williams. Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Williams, Mies Dorothy
Williams, Miss Louise Tatum, and
Miss Lorene Williams.
Miss Arlene Cunningham spent
Saturday night with Miss Pauline
Houston.
Misses Juanita and Sue Holland
visited Mr. and MIS. Elvie Jones
Wednesday night and attended
the revival meeting at Unitl.
Mr. and Mrs. Milburn Holland
and children spent Thursday night
with Mr. Holland's sister, Mrs.
Calvin Billington. and Mr. Billing-
ton.
Those visiting Mr. and Mrs. Hen-
ry Louis Sunday were Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Burkeen,( Mr. and Mrs. Otho
Schroeder, Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Burkeen.
Mrs. Edith Duncan spent Sun-
day afternoon with Mrs. Milburn
Holland.
Mrs. Herman Mardis visited Mr.
and Mrs. Hub Milk* Tuesday.
Mrs. Louie Travis, Aliss 'Virginia
and Nell Travis, and Boy Travis
were bedtime guests of Mr. and
Mrs. • Mi 1 butn Holland Sunday
Marvin Houston's two youngest
brbthers. Mr. and Mrs. Brownie
Houston, Ray Houston from Dyers-
burg. Tenn.. spent Sunday with
him.
Mr. and Mrs. Vessie.McClard and
children visited Mr. and Mrs. Boyce
McClard Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Lela Sweet, Miss Dorothy
Mae Burkeen and Miss Jaunita
Holland spent Tuesday with Mrs.
Bessie ahd. Estelle )30gard.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson I3ogard and
Mrs. Minnie Bogard spent Sun-
day with Mr. and Mrs. Earl Chil-
dress.
Brother Farris filled his regular
appointment at Palestine Sunday
but on account of the revival start-
ing at Dexter he did not preach
Sunday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Rudolph,
Miss Dorothy and Lorene Williams
and Miss Louise Tatum spent Wed-
nesday with Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Jones.
Miss ••Mort.jbhes, Miss Marjorie
Johnson, and Miss Narvis Jones
visited Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Ru-
dolph Saturday night and Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Autry Ross spent
a while Monday with Mr. and Mrs.
Nalt Adams.—Blue Eyes.
ICE CREAM SUPPER
There will be an ice cream sup-
per at New Providence School
house Saturday night, September
10. Everyone is invited to come.
There'll be plenty of ice cream.
candy, and hamburgers for all.
dome and be, with us.
Buchanan Route One
It is a busy time in this com-
munity for the farmers who are
sowing hay, breaking tops and
making molasses.
Every body is invited to Mount
Pleasant Friday night to the ice
cream supper for the benefit of
the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Chalmus Clayton
and son. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Hugh Clayton spent Sunday as the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ballet Hop-
kins of near "Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Tilmon Clayton
and daughters, Elizabeth and
James Dave. visited Saturday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Elmus
Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Ofus Outland, Mr.
and Mrs. E. D. Winchester, Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Bucy and James
Howell Parker visited Sunday
evening with Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
burn Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Clayton spent
Saturday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Noble Canady.
Mr. dnd Mrs. Ervin Clayton
were Saturday night guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Tollie Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs. Elvis Clayton spent
Friday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Albert Clayton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Kirkland and
children. Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rose
and daughter spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Farris.
Prayer meeting is held at Mount
Pleasant Church each Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Canady were
Friday night guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Ervin Clayton.
Mir., and. Mrs. Nailer Claytor
spent Tuesday night with Mr. Mar-
shall Clayton and•chilciren.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Canady
and daughter. Carrie Frances,
were Saturday guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Boyd.—Whipper Will.
Scattered News
Several were in Paris Saturday
taking their examinations for
work on the Gilbertsville dam.
Mr.' and Mrs. Eli_Wallace and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hut-
son went to Memphis Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. David Hutson, Jo
Shirley went to Murray Tuesday.
Chester YaSbrough came Sat-
urday' afternoon to the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Mbrris and
children to get his wife. Mrs. Vera
Yarbrough, who has been up at her
parents for several days.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robinson
and little daughter, Mildred Jane.
spent Saturday with Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Morris and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Wallace and
son. Max and daughter Annette.
were in Paris Saturday.
I think everyone is glad that
school has begun.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton- Robinson
and little daughter spent the week-
end with Mr, and Mrs.: Payton
Nance and children.
Mr. and Mrs. Otho Freeland. and
Hathway Bucy went to Murray
Sunday morning.
Evelyn Morris spent the week-
end with her uncle. Bob Morris,
and children and grandmother.
—Blue Jay
"Humble yourselves therefore un-
der the mighty hand of God, that
he may exalt you in due time: cast-
ing all your care upon him: for he








Special children's musical training under Lou-
ise Robyn, American Conservatory, Bachelor of
Music Education Degree, Chicago Muskal College,




Studio at Murray High School and the Mrs. Bonnie
Houston residence, College Addition
•
Studio Opens September 12
••••• 4. a,. .01.-4••• AM. my. ••• • •
Buchanan News
Elder P. C. Lee had quite a
bad accident Monday at Dover
when his ear overturned and did
severe damage to his machine.
None of the occupants were. in-
jured He joined his wife and
children Tuesday who had been
spending the summer with her
parents and other relatives here.
They left for their home in Detroit
Friday.
Evelyn Morris spent the
week-end with her grandmother,
Mrs. C'. J. Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Robinson and
daughter visited over the week-
end with Mr-and Mrs. —+ayton
Nance and children.
Misses Ayes and Elizabeth Holt,
Noah Wheatly, and W. H. Holt
visited from Friday afternoon until
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Thorns's
Hendon and Mr. and Mrs. J. R.
Hendon of New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Gustav McSwain
and children were Sunday Visit-
tors of Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Callo-
way.
Miss Drue Nell Robinson visited
Sunday afternoon with Miss Evelyn
Morris.
Miss Valda Taylor visited Miss
Rachel Jackson Saturday night
and attended church at Mt. Zion
Sunday.
Carlton Calloway of Detroit is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
CO/Arley Calloway.
Mrs Demoy Roberts of Puryear
visited her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. H Robinson, Thursday night.
Mr and Mrs. Edd Holt and Mrs.
Verge McSwain visited Mr. and
Mrs. Hardeman Bucy and children
Friday night. .
Charley itogers was Saturday
night guest of Lynn Hayes.
Those visiting in the home of
Bob Morris and Mrs. C. T. Morris,
Sunday. were Mr. and Mrs. M. W.
Wheatley. Mr. and Mrs. Eunice
Hart and children, Hafford and
Edward Morris.
Mrs Leslie Kirkland and Mrs.
011ie Cooley were Monday after-
noon guests of Mrs. J. C. Robinson.
The Buchanan graded school gave
an ice cream supper Saturday night.
A large crowd was present.
Mrs Parvin Lee and son and
Miss Drue Nell Robinson were
Monday afternoon callers of Mr.
and Mrs. Sledd Farris' of Murray.
Bob Morris was in Paris Satur-
day (t• 'ewiness.
Mrs Boyd Calloway and daugh-
ter, Pattie Sue, visited Saturday
with; her parents. Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Robinson.
Misses 11.bbie Ann and Carleen
Morri, were Saturday afternoon
visitors of Mrs. Herschel Sylkes
of Puryear.
Mrs Wade Brisandine visited
Monday wtth Mr. and Mrs. Pres-
ton Taylor.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Bucy and
children were Sunday evening
visitors 07 Mrs. Leona Grubbs, and
Mr. and Mrs. John Littleton.
Andrew Osbron and son, Hubert,
visited his daughter, Mrs. Clifton,
Robinson, and Mr. Robinson, Tues-
day night.
Most of tne men of this com-
munity are busy cutting and bail-
ing hay.
John Gilbert Sylkes visited in
Murray over the week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Burton and
cihkiren of Paris were Monday




We have a very pleasant au-
tumn morning. Guess every one is
at work in the fields or attending
schooL
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Key were
blessed with plenty of company
Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wicker and little daughter. Mr.
and Mrs. 'Douglas Vandyke and
children, Mr. and Mrs. Odie Mor-
ris and children, Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Key were idnner guests and
Oldham Paschall and wife, Miss
Willie Orr and Miss Mildred
Nance were afternoon guests.
Mrs. .Puren Coats is very ill at,
this writing. We hope -she soon.
recovers.
Tolbert Story put up a telephone
last week on line 94. We are glad
to have Mr. and Mrs. Story on
our line.
Little Geneva Morris is on the
sick list.
Odie Morris is having the pleas-
ure of cleaning out his pond and
taking care of his hay.
William B. Morris says he is
lonesome since all his brothers and
sisters have started to school and
wishes Swann Edward Parks
/Would drop in to play with him
now an dthen.
Mrs. Charles Wicker and Mrs.
Commodore Orr asisted Mrs.
Hanzy Paschall in preparing din-
ner for a hay bailing crew Mon-
day.
Mrs. Thelma Byars and Mrs.
Charles Wicker visited at the bed-
side of Mrs. Puren Coats Saturday
evening.
Douglas Vandyke was in Paris
Monday on business.
Little Willodean Goeforth en-
tered her first school August 29 at
Puryear, Tenn. The child is lik-
ing school work fine.
I am wondering what "Old Maid"
and "Golden Lock" are doing this
pretty morning.
I am wishing every reader a
joyful week.—Humming Bird.
4..:r4miemm=nmok„.
lead the CleastfleG Comma
MAKE HASTE
This is an age of hurry,
This is the time of speed;
Yet for much of our Aasting
There really is no need.
Make haste, but do it wisely!
Make haste aright to live;
Make haste to lighten burdens,
Make haste kind words to give.
Make baste to learn the lesson
Of every passing day;
Make haste to make your school-
-day
The kind of days that pay.
Make haste to make the utmost of
opportunity;
Make haste to make your future
The best that it can be.











Our bakery is as modern and efficient as
the New Gilbertsville Dam!
FRUIT PIES. . . COFFEE CAKES . . .
ASSORTED COOKIES. . . TARTS . .
e ROLLS . . . LAYER CAKES, and
DOUGHNUTS
Murray Baking Co.
Murray, Ky. North 3rd Street Phone 79
_
SALES and SERVICE
Leads the Parade in Murray
As Murray "Leads The Parade"
In Welcoming The T.V. A.
And All Their Employees
This agency and service welcomes each of ppm, as it has been welcoming people to Murray since
1906 --32 years ago. We appreciate the business already given us by the employees of the TVA, and bid
you come again, and extend a cordial greetiugt to all all the new employees to mare Murray and Calloway
County your home.
Centrally located in the Valley of this great project, we are geographically situated to render you
the utmost in service.
5.
Most of you dris e a car, so when you i'ant the service you expect, s4 us.
Goodyear Tires Ford V-8
Used Cars Accessories






















The Tennessee Valley Authesilty
announced today the - award ;of
seven contracts reeently effeeted
-tor _equipment and .st: Ice valued.
at approximately $185 00o.
. _
Tom elevated vs ater storage tanks.
valued at $241145, are to he f A hri-
rated by the l'hicage Bridge and
Iron Birmingham. Ala.. for in-
stallation at the Authority's Gil-
bertsville Dam village and ease
'traction plant:
Contracts for equipment and
service' for the Authority's Gunters-
Ville Dam project were as follows.
Clark. Kearney and Stark.,Scotts-„„
boro. .Ala.. highway c.nstruction
Thar ,Stevenson. Ala. $74.833. John
Martin Company. Inc..- Chattanonea
Tenn.. Mithway construction • •
Scottsboro. Ala.. $12,524. 14'est.. _
house Electric & Mfg. Co.. Kr.ox-
vile. Tenn., transformers. for Gun-
tersville p.- wer plant_ A15.716: Agri-
cola Brick Co.. Inc.. Gadsen.
brick for Guntersville .-power plan:
69.187: and Hanley Company. New
York City. brick for Guntersville
power plant plant, $7.491.
The Graybar Electric Co.. Knox-
Term., will -supply lightning
arresters for the Authority's Chick-
amauga' Dam switchyard for $l-
as. Church services still
Another Huge TVA Project
Ci-liCKAMAUGA DAM
Henry B. Scott and
Mother to Visit
In Calloway Soon
Henry B. Scott, 
—7 
son of Mrs.
Henry B. Scott, Sr.. who was re-
cently graduated with honors from
the University of Georgia at Ath-
ens. Ga., with a L.L. B. degree.
his wife and little daughter, and
his'mother, will visit relatives here
soon.
The University of. Georgia from
which 3iviting Scott , received his
degree is the oldest chartered State
University in the United States, Rs
law school being one of the high-
est ranking tluoughotft the coun-
try and a member of the A,ssocia-
tion---erf Americarr• Law Schools,'
besides enjoying a place on the
approved list of law schools of
the American Bar Association.
Scott also enjoyed the distinction
of having received his degree at
the same time Persident Franklin
D. Roosevelt had an honorary law
degree conferred upon him by the
University of Georgia on August
11.
He recently has been promoted
to the -rank of captain and trans-
ferred. from the infantry depart-
ment to the Judge Advocate Gen-
eral's department, the legal branch
of the U. S. Army.
ICE CREAM SUPPER
There will be an ice cream sup-
per at Outland School house Sat-
urday night. Plenty of music and
Ii moving picture show will be
features of .the entertainment.
Dexter News i
Mr. and Mrs. Nit Fergerson and
children. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ray
and baby of Centralia. Ill, Mrs.
Oscar Gordon, Mrs. N. L. Peck.
Mrs. Charles Saford and three chil-
dren of Paducah, Mrs. Thurmond
Johnson, of Detroit, and Mrs. Hay-
den Walston and -two thildren. and
Miss Beaulah Fergerson were Sun-
day guests of Mr. and .Mrs. Hor-
ace Smith. fa
Mr. and Mrs. .Will Robertson
had Sunday dinner with Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Walston. After din-
ner, they motored to'Cilbertsville.
Mrs. Ralph McDaniel is on the
sick list j...4 this writing, also MA:
Dille Curd is on th sick iisl7' --
Mrs. Hayden Walston and chil-
dren spent Monday in Benton.
Mr :Francis and Travis Stewart
of Knoxville. Tenn., spent the
week-end with Mr. and Mrs. Hoe-
ace Walston and other friends and
Hamby Portrait
Wins First Prize
In the rotogravure section 07
Sunday's Courier-Journal, Mrs
Eugenia Mackey Hamby. Dawsoi:
Springs, is pictured in an oriental
shawl gaging dreanifully upwarc
like a Saint. The picture won
first prize in the Class D informs
portrait contest sponsored by tin
Courier-Journal.
Orton Hamby, husband of the
poser, was the photographer. Boll
were formerly students of Murrlua
State College, graduating. here Iasi"
summer. Hamby was college pho
4nonnanen—
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ernstbergei
and daughter, Jo. of Huntingdon
Tenn., spent Sunday with Mr. aril
Mrs. Hugh Edwards.—C. A.
The Crystal Smith Studios of Dance
REOPENS THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 8th
Baby Classes, 2:00 P. M. Beginners, 3:00 P. M.
Intermediate and advanced grades, 4:00 P. M.
for grading and classification
For information and appointments call





The Oscar Folwell and
Alf were happily surprised Satur-
contirrue to day night at the Faxon ice cream keep the women busy.
, be important pews for - Faxon. supper to have: their brother's d. large -enrollment sevens to pre-
, thongleschool news has partly supp family to come in from Centralia, vail everywhere. A spirit of en-
iplornented it. , • . I1L. The brother, Claude, was al- tnimiacm and work seems to chez-
acterize Faxon High School this
fa& Friday saw the best f
practice game of softball ever N, -
nessed at Faxon. Saturday m_
we had the first ice cream supp.,
in several years. It was a fall- 1.;
successful affair. The Messrs. 11,
ry added fun to the occasion
string music and stunts.—Alf.
meeting at Boys-
family
- Brother Thurman preached to a lowed last week to walk first after
large congregation Sunday at a 'serious foot injury in the C.
Are Under Care Sugar-Creek and had a baptizing B. & Q. R. R. shops more than
_ ___ _ at Brandon's Mill in the after= sit weeks ago. Miss Mildred, who
Three New Patient, Are Ender noon. About 200 attended the is at 
work, could not come for the
Observance: Teo Others Sunday school before preaching. holiday period. .
Improve Rapidl , A good number attended services Sunday Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Foi-
st
y
 Friendship Sunday with Elder- well, Mr. and Mrs. 0. W. Folwell,
Three new Cases of typhoid* fever W. 0. Clark teaching thg adult Mr. and Mrs.. V_B- Folwell. Iven
were under cbservation in . Callo- class. Deacon T. C. Geurffi is to Folwell. little Mts...-Mary .Ruth, and
way county tociay. teach that class next Lord's Day- Mimes Audie and Mildred,-TOIVvell M ' 'artin s Topics
. Mrs. Salena McCuiston. 45. of. At 11 o'clock- Brother Meritt .and Geneva Hargis went to the
• Brandon. and her daughter. Hilda . Youngblood. a young minister of Coldwater tent services and back For Sunday Given
mecuiston. 16. were both being I the Cctdwater congregation. will to Elder Folwell's home, for a a
treated. and Mrs. Obert Garland. Preach for\us. it is planned.i
-40. of Murray mute' I. was also 'A • delegation from Friendship
confined to her bed with illness went to ColdWater for 'the dosing
diaenused as typhoid. • .. . i service of the Meeting and heard
‘O\The cases of Claude Miller. 16. -of • MS - exceptionally g sermon. but
Murray and . L. D. Warren. 15.. of they did not stay fo the baptis-
Lynn Grove. diagnosed two weeks mal services. Brother ogue had
ago as typhoid. were said by doc- I a busy day with the .two ,ii•4v,ices
a! Coldwater and the twc the
Faxon. Farmwives are almost
through caniruig the scant fruit
crop. Picking beans and peas
and sewing the new fall clothes
•
bounteful dinner.
-Mr. and Mrs. ktolphie Travis.
having spent a short vacation back
home after returning for their chil-
dren. who have spent the summer
in Calloway, returned to Detroit,
Monday.
Farmers are still busy making
hay and finng tobacco around
The sermon subjects of the
Sam P.. Martin for Sunday mon'
and evening are respectively
Challenge of the Child" and "W.
if Jesus Comes Today""
At the close of the evening
vice, the ordinance of baptism vs J.t
be administered. Mr. Martin cor-
dtally invites all to come
See the TVA DAM at Gilbertsville and to MURRAY to Trade
---The Shopping Center of Western Kentucky and of the Lower
Tennessee Valley, and Particularly Our Store---
The Center Value Center of Murray
Watch for Our Big 4-Page Colored Circular Next Week
W. S. Fitts & Son
'-
East Main Street Murray, Kentucky
Serving The-Entire Jackson Purchase and tower Tennessee Valley Area For 20 Years
•••-;2
FAMILY—Take Home a Package!
It's refreshing ...it's delicious . . . the:whole family will thrill to
ttke downright goodness f Goldhlooicti:f.eam. cas-..rind -
menus can for the healthful nourishment ofIce Cream to supply
the energy.needed for activefolk.





The Favorite at Your Fountain
'tom er'l
There are plenty of reasons why 'GOLDBLI:110M has become Murray's
favorite ice cream why, four out of five fountains feature it. The
quality, deliciousness and wholesomeness of this ice, cream meets the
demand of fastidious people throughout the Jackson ',Purchase. Stop
in at the Fountain displaying the Goldbloom Sign and discover the re-
freshing goodness found,in a Goldbloom special.
TVA EMPLOYEES, you will appreciate its extra flavor as well as our
thousands of old customers.
....411111s































Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson are
the happy parents of a fine baby
NW born August M. They named
the little Miss, Peggy Ann.
Mrs..Maurelle Williams. of Cedar
Kriel), was Thursday guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Mitch-
ell, and Miss Pat Weatherspoon of
Macedc
Miss Pernie Mae Simmons, who
was taken .to the Mason hospital
last week with poison ivy, is re-
ported to be better at this writing
with the poison but is slowly im-
proving from a severe case of
ttinsilitis and is under the care of
Dr. Fisher- Also Mtils..Lligille
nuns is .under the treatment of
Dr. Fisher for a severe cold:* We
wish both of them a speedy re-
covery. -
Mc and Mrs. Frank Lax, Mr.
and Mrs. SHouston Lax and el-
dren of near Concord. and Cleve
Lax of Macedonia. 'Were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ark Atkins,
near Zones' Mill.
Those who visited in the home
of Ma and Mrs. Johnnie Simmons
and children Saturday night were
Mr. and Mrs Martin Flood ,and
children, Miss Hilda. Gary and
Garvin. and Mr. and Mrs. Rudy
Flood, all of Cottage Grove, Route
2.
Mr. and Mrs. Cunard Huter
and daughter were Sunday dinner
guests of Mrs. Hutson's parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Hogue.
W. E. Parker. Elm Grove. was a
caller of Johnnie Simmons and
family Tuesday afternoen.
Mr. and airs. Elmus iMtchell and
daughter and Miss Pat Weather-
spoon spent Sunady with Mr. and
Mrs. Eunice Williams of Cedar
Knob. Afternoon callers included
Mathis Mitchell and grandchilif
Little Peggy Ann, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Warlict Hutson, born
August 28, weighed 10 poUnds and
2 ounces and had two teeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Oren Silnrnons and
daughter, Sue, spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Coleman.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton White and
baby and Henry Hutson were din-
ner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Warlict
Hutson., Afternoon calleres were
Miss Mary Simmons and brother,
E. R., Mr. and Mrs. Grotty Hous-
den and baby and Mrs. Maggie
Burton.
Ir-Simmons grew 111 late
Sunday night with tonsilitis.
Mrs. Linda Simmons spent Mon-
day afternoon with Mrs. Johnnie
Simmons and children.-Ky. Berl.
Hill Billie Rambler
Mr. and Mrs. Wardict Hutson are
the parents of a big baby girl. She
has been named Peggy Ann. Con-
gratulationsi
Those who visited Mr. and Mrs.
Cleve Lax Thursday afternoon
were Mr. and Mrs. Rill Simmons
and son, Brooks.; Hazel Lamb. Lin-
da Simmons, Mrs. Prentice Hart.
and children. Janice and Bennie.
Mrs. Paul Newman visited in Pa-
ducah Wednesday.
Misses Susan and Velma Lax and
some of their friends visited in
'Tennessee Wednesday night.
Miss Hazel Lamb visited her
grandmother, and aunt and uncle.
Mrs. Linda Simmons, arid Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Simmons. near Mace-
&Mita this week
Mr. and Mrs. Houston Lax and
children, Rose Mary and Wanda
Fay, Mrs. Hathway Bucy and baby
Peggy. Ann, are visiting this week
with Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Lax
near Kevil. Ky.
Miss Hazel Lamb of near New.
Providence, was the Friday guest
of Misses Susan and Velma Lax.
Mrs. Sfrns Chrisman isn't doing
so well at this writing. Cleve Lax,
.Mr. and Mrs. Kelley Parks, Mr. and
'Mrs. George and Mrs. John Free-
land and others visited Mrs.' Chris-
man Friday night.
Mrs. Lou Housden is said to be
getting along nicely at this writ-
ing. S_
Prentice Hart was in Paris Fri-
day.
Sweet Pea, what was wren
with you last week? I didn't see
anY news from you. I sure wish
I could see your big girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Simmons have
a sick child. They carried himn
to the doctor Friday. We wish
for him a speedy recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Prentice Hart Mrs.
Rob Duncan. Mrs. John Duncan,
Mrs. Oren Simmons, end daughter,
Sue, were Saturday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Warlict .Hutson.
' Those spending Sunday in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Art Elkins
were Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lax, Jake
Dunn, Houston Lax, and Cleve
Lax.
Mrs. Paul Newman spent Sunday
night as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Prentice Hart.-Curley Top.
-.. Care admitted as a guest, quick-
ly turns to be master -Shakes-
peare.
This Great T.V.A. Dam
will be a Lasting
MEMORIAL
to Flood Control. . . to Safe and Greater River Navigation . . . .
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Erected on the Graves of Your Loved
Ones Will Be a
Lasting Tribute
To Their Sacred Memory
Fall and Winter are just around the corner. NoW is
the time to place your order for a suitable stone before
faded and gone, and wintry'tlasts
sweep theirlinal resting place.
We are equipped -to serve any community in the






Mtirray,, Ky.   4 A's
A suitable grave marker
may be purcha.sed for











D. RAINEY T. WELLS
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, general at-
torney for the Woodmen (.2 the
World, Omaha, Neb., who has done
as Much if not more perhaps for
education in Western Kentucky
than any other man, is visiting his
daughter. Mrs. Joe T. Lovett. this
week at the Lovett home in College
Addition.
It was Dr. Wells who almost 40
years ago established the Calloway
Normal school at Kirksey and it
was he'. who prepared for the
State legislature the bill which
funded Murray State College.
Educator himself and a milker
of educators, Dr. Wells has made
for himself a name revered by
schoolmen everywhere.
Stella Gossip
Sunday, August 28, Mr. Heath's
barn of tobacco on the Coldwater
Highway, near Rosin Ridge school
house, was destroyed by fire. On
Sunday, September 4. 1938. Irvan
Jones' barn burnt up within a few
hundred yards of Coldwater. Mr.
Jones' entire crop and part of two
other crops was consumed in the
terrible conflagration. Bert Baz-
zell had some tobacco in the barn.
Bad luck on hard -working, good














ing completion, which is replete in
magnificence when finished. Dread-
ful things in the sea!
Elder John W. Holsappie's letter
in regard to ancient history of an
old Murray Gazette dated May,
1876. Then I was a big boy, am
old 4?) now. I remember Buck-
ner & Terrell's tobacco warehouse
at Paducah on the bank of the
Ohio River. The day I was 13. I
recollect the following names:
Frank 'Peterson, John Schoader.
John Williams, Hamp Swift, Bur-
rell Linn, C. M. Smoot, Tip Wilcox.
Newt Daniel. Bruce Holland, Bud
Jones, Steve Wrather, 'Matt Smith.
G. N. Cutchin. Judge Oury. Dick
Hamlin. John McElrath, Nat Hale,
and many others. Nine-tenths of
them have "passed away" and
their bodies' have been consigned
to the limit of the tomb awaiting
judgment day period. Hurrah for
John Holsapple, of Temple Tex.
I was in "Town" Saturday. I saw
Jim 'Morris and Dr. Douglas who
gave me his professional card. A
woman pfeacber, the guitar lady
and two little girls entertained
quite a crowd-'in the courthouse
yard, and Mr. Dye and Jim Dodd
debated the "New Deal", without
moderator, chart Cr compass. And
my old red fiddle is hanging on
the wall; hain't been tuned since
way last fall.
The PoguesDeiran tent meeting
closed last Sunday on the river at
the old- iron bridge. Three young
men and one young lady we're bap-
tized. Pogue ,and Doran are con-
ducting a revivak meeting at
Boydsville this week til next Sun-
day night. Now what next?, as
Bill Draffen used' to say.. • r
What Governor of Texas for 2
terms never did' shave? Are you
listening? It was Ma Ferguson.
A distinguished physician said
that a person with high blood pres-
sure two years is more apt to re-
cover than therrne that died in the
first attack. IS a man tells me_
his mule will kick, or won't kick.
I always' believe it without trying
it. I've dime been kicked once too
often.-"Eagle".
"To carry care to bed, is to sleep









WE WRITE BONffeR .
Phong 159,—Murray, Ky.
_
Mrs. Hollin Jones Is some im-
pe.ved of an illness of colitis list
ek. Mrs. Gaither Stallings is
stosing with Mrs. Jones doing her
heuse work while she is unable.
Sorry to hear of Miss Ines Cath-
cart's being so , ill; hope there is
'an improvement for her soon.
Praekler Holley, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Curlie Wiley, was on the
sick Igt Friday and Saturday.
Hugh Walton Foster is improv-
ing nicely after an operation for
a toe ailment several days ago.
Atese-Sobie--Paseerati tisorecOvertrie
from malaria. Miss Orene, her
daughter, is also improving of an
ilhiess foil' which we are sled to
report. Mrs. Paschall has had a
colored girl staying in her hame
doing the house work. Also we
Sit' glad to report Mrs. Clarice
Wilson and baby are better after
an illness of malaria for some few
weeks.
Mrs. Wilburn Paschall is im-
proved after a recent illness. She
is able to be up and about the
house now.
Mn. Jennie Jones, Mrs. Gleaner
Rases and Inez Byars visited Mrs.
'I' in Erwin Wednesday afternoon
of last week. Mrs. Erwin is some
improved but still. right sick. I
hope there is a greater improve-
ment, for this aged lady.
Camillus Erwin purchased an
electric fence from August F. Wil-
son of Murray last week.
Mr. Goeble Wilson and daughter.
Martha June sot Detroit, Mr. and
Mrs. Collins Key and daughter,
J,.111. Mr. and Mrs. Adolnhus Lass-
iter arid daughter, Bettie Jean.. and
James H. Foster, were Friday din-
ner guests of Mr. and rs. Norton
F, ,ster.
Miss Louise Lamb retur d to
her home a few days ago a r a
visit in Chicago. Louike, I'm ad
you had a nice time on your v it
and listen, we were, glad to get
your card while you were there.
Inez Byars visited Mrs. Fiore
Mae Holley Tuesday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Pierce of
South Paris. visited with Mr. and
Mrs. Curlie Holley over the week
end. Mrs. Pierce is a sister of
Mrs. Holley.
Robbie Jones made a trip to
Murray Saturday morning.
Calvin Key, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse Key, is having chills and
was unable to attend school Mon-
day of this week. Hope Calvin
will soen recover from his illness.
Mrs. Gleaner Byers is some im-
proved from rheumatism. She
has been suffering much pain and
was confined to her bed for a
few days.
Payne Webb has been ill for the
past few days.
PAGE MVP)
Labor day found us back at
school working hard on the third
month 'Of school. The first four
grades. are still working hard. We
made new posters and booklets for
our room last week and are plan-
ning on finishing our sand table
this week.
We are expecting a visit from
the'cOutity health nurse Thursday.
Our clubs are working hard to
see which side can keep She clean-
est school ground and school room.
We have an error box, in which
we put all errors made in Eng-
lish. The b. x is opened every
Friday-end the errors- send-
made them are read aloud. We
have improved in our English very
much. .
Our school _attendance for the
first two months has been almost
perfect. We, hope it will continue
to be as good this month.
S:.ftball interest reached its
highest peak last Friday when we
played three games witn Backus-
burg. Backusburg managed to
bring in 8 scores in the girls' game,
while we only scored fl`se. Van-
cleave trampled Back usburg by a
score of 17-4. The Vancleave boys
started the game off iii high speed,
by scoring four the first inning.
They held the lead all through the
game. Our boys won over their
opponents by holding an edge in
batting and handling the ball. The
Backusburg Independents defeated
Vancleave's Independents, by a
17-4 score. A large crowd witness-
ed the games. and everyone report-
ed a geed time.
Honor Roll
Those making the honor roll for
the past month are as follows:
First grade, Charles Thorn.
Second grade. Vernon Ramsey.
Third grade, Martha Lou 'Morris.
Myra Dell Brandon.
Fourth grade, Charles Burkeen
Marie Brandon.
Fifth grade. Duel Burkeen. Ger-
aldine Brandon, Aronine Lovett,
Mildred Ramsey, Dorothy Todd.
Seventh grade, R. E. Wright,
Lucile Washburn. James' Burkeen,
Gracie Lee Workman.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus Paschall
and children, and Mrs. Martha
Paschall visited in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones Sun-
day.
Were glad the physician fOund
little Wallace Paschall improved
Saturday. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Oat PaschalL
Robbie. Jones was a guest Sun-
day of Holland Byars.
Ben Byars moved his saw mill to
his home place this week.
Will close this letter by hoping
all the sick people will be feeling
'flee next week.-Golden Lock.
Sinking Spring
NC News
We had a large crowd for Sun-
day School Sunday. Our pastor,
Brother Lavrredce, was absent on
account of bolding a revival meet-
ing. Bro. Robertson of Farming-
ton preached a very good -mess-
ate on "Pay Day Some Day". from
Gelation& 0:7-11.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Orfield Byrd and
daughter, Anna Jean, and Mrs.
Byrd were Sunday visitors with
Mr. and Mrs. George Windsor.
Ur., Tee. ..4111.1W11-4:4
Texas. have arrived home and a
family reueion was held in their
honor at his mother's, "Aunt Vick"
Miller, Sunday. All the 'Children
except two were present for the
occasion and most all the grand-
children.
Miss Altie Long was Sunday
guest of Misses Rebecca and Iva
Nell Wilkerson.
The Woman's Missionary society
met for its. second session at the
church last Wednesday afternoon.
They reported a spleedid program
and also several new members
were ehrclled. A cordial welcome
is extended to all ladles of this
community to attend the next
meeting which! will be held at the
I church Wednesday afternoon. Sep- .
tember 14. We are also expecting
to. organise a Girls' Auxiliary in
the near future. Miss Wilma
Hartsfield has been elected leader.
Mrs. Betty Erwin is _some im-
proved. A family reunion was
held at her home Sunday and most
all • children and their families
weft present.
We...had a nice crowd in attend-
ance for the Training .Union.
closing program will be given Sun-.,
day night by the adults.
Lila Myers spent Sunday with
her- Sunday School teacher, Miss
Marjorie Wilkerson. ..
*-1"Xt-tirr left---siranday --inernThe
to spend a few days With rela-
tives 4h Detroit.
The Paschall family held a re-
union al the home of Robert Miller
Sunday. There were, about 60 at
dinner and a lot of relatives and
friends came in the afternoon.
We are all looking forward to
the beginning of the meeting at
Taylor's Store Friday night, Sep-
tember 9.
The church and especially the
Intermediate class of this church
appreciated the nice letter of
thanks written by L. D. Warren. L
D. is slowly improving. We wish
for him a full and speedy re-
covery.-A Reader.
The Best Way to Tell the





To the TVA we
say:
"Visit Us Today"
> All kinds of
Potted Plants
Mrs. A. 0. Woods
FLORIST
North Fourth. Street Phone 188-R
Of Course






. . . New Concord Milling Co.
Is Proud of Its Reputation
In Fair Dealing With Farmers,
Retailers and Wholesalers . • •
Flour, Meal, Brari, Shorts,
Ground Feed, Etc: • .
New Concord Milling Co.
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The Bank of Murray Is Ready For
This Bank Cordially Invites TVA
Officials and Employees To Use the Facil-
ities of This Institution in Every Possible
Way.
We Are Proud To Have Had a
Modest Part in Helping Create Public
Sentiment That Made Possible the Auth-
orization of The Gilbertsville Dam. We
Pledge You Our Sincere Cooperation in
This Greatest Development That Ever








Improved Home of the Bank of Murray
•The New Front of the Bank of
is Mr. George Hart, Cashier,
Murray:
These Men Are Responsible For The Policies and Administration of
The Bank of Murray. They Are Capable, Conservative, Yet Progess-
jive Men in This Community, Always Ready To Help You.
MAX B. HURT, Assistant Postmaster
M. 0. WRATHER, Staff Member of College
M. T. MORRIS, Financier
J. H. CHURCHILL, Business Man
WILL GATLIN SWANN, Tobacconist
F. E. CRAWFORD, Dentist
L. N. MOODY, Farmer and Magistrate
TAEMON BEALE, Merchant, Bank President
FRANK BEAMAN, Farmer
L E. WYATT, Farmer
F. H. GRAHAM, Councilman, Merchant
L L. DUNN, Assistant Cashier
J. D. SEXTON,Merchant
These are the Members of The Bank's Staff
TREMON BEALE, President
F. E. CRAWFORD, Vice President
L. E. WYATT, 2nd Vice President
GEORGE HART, Cashier
L. L DUNN, Assistant Cashier




11 left is Mr. Tremtin -Beale, President ; at right
• To Home Owners in The Reservoir Area,
• To Investors Seeking a Place of Business,
• To Parents Who Want "A School City",
• To Laborers and Industrialists Alike - - - -
We Offer You . • •
A Sound Bank
in a Growing City
"Big Enough to Take Care of You
Small Enough to be Aware of You"
The Surest Way To Establish Yourself in Any
Community Is To Become Favorably Known at
Church, at School, and
BY YOUR BANKER 
Here is Our Record:
Total Assets Over $1,600,000.00
Total Deposits Over $1,400,000.00
In The Past 41 Years, Our Assets
Have Increased 250"-
Capital Stock Increase From
$60.500.00 To $100.000.00
Fourth and Main St., Murray, Ky. "Growing with Murray"
"
•
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